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CAGP (8 Dec 62) Ist Ind (C)

SUBJECT: Rifle Evaluation Study (U)

HQ, U. S. Army Combined Arms Group, Fort Lea',enworth, Kansas, 10 December 1962

TO: Commanding General, U. S. Army Combat Developments Command, Fort Belvoir,
Virginia

1. (U) The Commanding General, U. S. Army Combined Arms Group, was
briefed on 10 December 1962 on the Rifle Evaluation Study. He concurs with
the conclusions and recommendations, but recommends that the arguments
su,)norting 'hem be strengthened.

2. (C) General areas that require elaboration and reinforcement:

a. The organization of a ROAD Infantry Squad should L,, shown in
the study. Any discussion of equipment and operations can be bsetter under-
stood if the framework within which they are to be employed is clearly pre-
sented. This is particularly true if the audience is not familiar with the
details of the new organization. Organizations at inclosure 2 should be
included.

b. The discussioi of squad operational concepts (Annex B) should be
strengthened to dispell impressions that the size of the squad is inversely -."
portional to the iate of fire of its weaponry. The size of the squad is theo-
reticaily limited only by the span of control of the squad leader. Practically,
it may be governed by strength ceilings, squad carrier capacities, or expected
high attrition rates.

c. The implication of the study directive that greater automatic fire
power might reduce the size of the squad should perhaps be interpreted that
greater automatic fire power might reduce the density of riflemen on the FEBA.
The ,tudy should point out clearly that rifleman density is also a function of
observatic-, end fields of fire, as limited by darkneis, poor weather, smoke,
roun terrain, and vegetation.

d. The discussion in Appendix VI to Annex C on the impact of using
a 5-7 man squad organization should include statistical data on casualties
experienced in Infantry squads and the requirement for squad.- to accept attri-
tion and Vet be capable of defendinq fr•ottapen Mf up to 120 metea. (Se" -
para 3 balow for specific comments.) -

e. A principal characteristic required for rifles used by Infantry
squads is reliability. The weapon used must be capable of operating under all
of the environmental conditions in which the Infantry, will be required to fight,
When automatic weapons, such as machine guns or automatic rifles, are lost
because of battle casualties or equipment malfunction, tie rifla thien becomes N
the primary weapon a unit must eamploy to defend itself. The exceptionally high
number of malfuncti.ons experienced by the AR/-15, as shown by this study and othep "
test data. ind'catv"s that the AR-15 rifle would not be an acceptably reliable
weapon to be p.Laoud in comlat units.
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CAGP (0 Dec 62) ,st Ind (C) 10 Decernner 1962
SUBJECT: Rifle Evaluation Stud; (U)

3. (C) Specific raco ended adiition3 arc is follows:
a. Page 2, para 3a: Add: "Squad organizational charts are attached

as an inclosure 2.

b. Page 5, para 3d(2)(c), line a: change "adverse" to "close terrain."

c. Page 6, para 4c: Amend to read: The doctrine, employment and
riquipment capabilities of Communist Bloc countries dictate that the individual
noldier ,e armed with a weapon matching or exceeding the capabilities of tihe
individual weapon of potential enemy riflemen. (Annex D)

d. Page B-5, para 3b(4) line 15: Add -- BG S. L. A. Marshiall has
concluded that for psychological reasons it is necessary that positions Je
organized using two-man foxholes. The "buddy" system is necessary to the good
mental attitude of the frontline soldier, The feeling of loneliness in the
face of the enemy when the soldier occupies a foxhole by himself normally reula
in partial or complete loss of the soldier's efficiency.

e. 1age 2-5, para 3b(4): (U) Begin para - "Squad organization isn't
thU sole consideration in reparing defensive positions. Density of weapons
oilonr, the FPiUA is -il iTi aortant determining factor. Throuia te years, even
witi the dev:.lopmrit of imnroved weapons, little change in the org,-Unization of
9quad defen-;IvO pJosition:- has evolved. It has been necessary to keep the fox-
hole intrvil d'[stance at approximately 20 meters. Little or no cliiga in this
interval is aniticipated for the future.

f. Pajo 3-6, para 3b(4)(a), line 22, after word "required," add:
"iach ,I!c gunll ur•vilde l:ires with great lethality at night or undl2r conditiona
or no'or visibility. These prearranged fires can only be fired by a uchine gun
on a stan mount axi. not oy hand held automatic weapons."

ý. Page 3-9, Para b, line 5, after word "include" add the word
"comoa'•t. "

h. Page "3-10, para (b) line 14, delete remainder of paragraph oegin-
ning with the word "a!so."

i. Page B-10, para 3b(1)(c): Add--"Attrition is a serious considera-
tion in Infantry units. Studies based on WII experiences in Italy concluded
that .ith authorized stre-ngth of C8.5% of Infantry Divi-sion total, the Infantry
suffered 94.7% of the division casualties. IM 101-10 illustrates that Dattle
casualties by branch a, percent of total battle ca!,ualtieaz, tie Infantry suf-
fered 21.9%. Simjlar figures for the first 16 months of tVe Acrean conflict
state the figure as being B2.3%. FM 101-10 further states that () all battle
and non-battle casiualties inflicted in a ncxniucleax' war, 33% will be suffered 'A
by the Infantry md further, tihat 87.4% of these will be riflemen or iýavy
wvapon:i cren':nnq.
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CAGP (8 Dec 62) ist Ind (C) 10 December 1962
SUBJECT: Rifle Evaluation Stuiy (U)

1. Paie 3-13, para 4e: Add -- 'Me M-72 LA'l currently fulfills
this reouire-eent.

1,. Page IV-C-1, para 2: Add: "Until such time as a more mobile,
less vulnerable APC is developed, Infantry being transported in the carrier
is highly vulricrable and may be killed en massel - a squad being lost witn
each destroyed APC. The lack of an APC with capabilities desired cy t.c
Infantry lessens the current requirement for a fighting fro witnin capabilit/
for tli [1113.

FOR THE COIMAHDER:

Inc! ROBERT C. "OKS'
as Colonel, Infantry

Deputy Commander
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10AD RIFIE SqUAD
TOE 7-18E

Squad Leader M-14, bayonet

Fire Team Leader ý.1-i4, bayonet

Auto Rifleman M-14 w/bipod, bayonet

Grenadier 40mm Grenade Launcher, pistol

Rifleman M-14, bayonet

Fire Team Leader 11-14, bayonet

Autnai-ic Rif~leman ,I-14 w/bipod,bayonet

rGrenadier 40mm Grenade Launcher, pistol

,Uifleman M-14, bayonet

I -2,TM•Y SQUAD PROPOSED 'Y FT BEIIIIING AD HOC COI.ITTEE

Each Riic-- P-.toon containn 3 rifle squads.

Squad Le.der M-14, bayonet

As3t. Squad Leadox M-I4, Dayonet

Machiniomnner L416 machinegun, p otol

As3t. Machinegunner 11-l4, bayonet

Rifleman (ammo bearer) M,-l4, bayonet

2 Grenadiers 1479, pistol

I Automatic Rifleman 11-14, w/bipod, bayonet

3 Riflemen :1-14, bayonet

Incl 2
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US ARMY INFANTRY COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS AGENCY
Office of the Commanding Officer

Fort Benning, Georgia

CAGIN 8 December 1962

SUBJECT: Rifle Evaluation Study (U)

THRU: Commanding General
United States Army Combined Arms Group
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

TO: Commanding General
United States Army Combat Developments Command
Fort Belvoir, Virginia

1. (U) The attached study is forwarded in response to Depart-
ment of the Army DCSOPS CD DC Message 921911(S).

2. (U) This study has been coordinated with the Commandant,
United States Army Infantry School and the President, United States
Army Infantry Board and they concur with the doctrine, concepts and
requirements expressed.

/ . 4

1 Incl K. E. ECK1 ýiD
as Colonel, Infantry

CoMmdrndinguim

DISTRIBUTION:
50 DCSOPS CD DC, DA

5 CG, USACDC
5 CG, USACAG
5 CG, USAIS
5 Pres, USAIB

5 il e s•

REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
WHEN SEPARATED FROM
CLASSIFIED INCLOSURES 21" '
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SUMMARY

RIFLE EVALUATION STUDY

1. (U) Reference: Department of the Army Message 921911 (S)
(ANNEX A).

2. (S) General:

a. Recent correspondence and memoranda initiated within, and
between, the Department of Defense and Executive Agency of the United
States Government has indicated that the M14 rifle is interior to the
Armalite AR-15 rifle and the Soviet/satellite AK-47 rifle. Views of
the Department of the Army have been requested on the relative merits
and effectiveness of the subject weapons.

b. By reference, above, Department of the Army directed that
an evaluation study be conducted on doctrine and concepts of employment
of small arms weapons to determine requirements for and desired military
characteristics of these weapons. Concurrent with this study effort,
a world-wide comparative evaluation was conducted by the US Army, through
field test, to determine the relative firepower effectiveness of the AR-
15 and M14 rifles.

c. In conduct of the doctrine, employment and requirements
portion of the rifle evaluation study, tactical aspects and utility
of the candidate weapons were to be considered. Using merits and
attributes of each weapon considered, a set of hypotheses ani courses
of action to be pursued were established to determine the most suitable
weapon and appropriate action to be undertaken. Factors and hypotheses
to be considered were:

(1) Range requirements for rifles and machineguns.

(2) Role of the machinegun.

(3) Requirements for the machinegun in light of an automatic
rifle firing capability.

(4) Requirements for rifle grenade launchers.

(5) Requirement for firing from armored personnel carriers

TDOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
SDECLASSIFlED AFTER 12 YEARS

DOD DIR 5200.10 -
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(6) Requirement for the bayonet and for each rifle to
accept the bayonet.

(7) Impact on doctrine and employment when employing a
five to seven man rifle squad.

(8) Comparative attributes of the AR-15, M14 and AK-47
rifles and the preferable rifle if an equipment modernization program
decision was to be made.

(9) Advisability of introducing AR-15 or AK-47 type under
currently existing conditions.

(10) Appropriate course of action to be pisued from rifle

development and procurement aspects.

3. (S) Discussion:

a. 'The methodology used in approaching this study is an analysis
and requirements of the basic combat unit of the US Army; the Infantry
squad. Although the individual soldier is the major user of small arms
weapons, he does not function in battle as an individual. Rather, he
functions as a member of a team - the squad - and cannot be considered
in isolation. Doctrine and concepts of employment envision teamwork
between combat elements. Since the Infantry squad is the basic combat
unit, it is considered the most valid organization for evaluation of
doctrine, employment and requirerwnts for small arms weapon. Annex B
contains a discussion of concepts and requirements and is the study
foundation.

b. Using the doctrine, operational and organizational concepts
and materiel requirements developed in Annex B, characteristics and needs
for small arms weapons to support them are discussed in Annex C. Based
on United States Army Infantry Combat Developments Agency, United States
Army Infantry Board and United States Army Infantry School research and
analysis, previous study efforts and military judgement, the following
factors emerge as necessary to successful offensive-defensive operations.

- Rfc .... mu..t possess at qa-.ta 400 neter effective
iange capability. Basically, this need is dictated by range capabilities
of small arms weapons in use by potential enemies and is commensurate
with the riflemen's ability to detect and engage targets. (Appendix I
to Annex C).



(2) Periodically in combat, a requirement will exist for
all riflemen to employ automatic firepower. Primarily, this will occur
in defensive operations when a large volume of fire is needed to delay,
halt or repel enemy attack. In offensive situations, particularly the
assault phase, automatic fire may contribute to the success of the
attack. Every rifleman must have a capability of delivering selective
automatic rifle fire against area targets to ranges of at least 400
meters, plus at greater ranges, lethal fires with an acceptance of
reduced accuracy and effectiveness. (Appendix II to Annex C)

(3) The role and range of the machinegun and requirements
for automatic rifle fire are closely interrelated. Both complement
each other and neither can be a satisfactory replacement for the other.
Machineguns are employed in offensive supporting fire roles. In defen-
sive situations they provide the mutually supporting, interlocking bonds
of fire which, when integrated with indirect fire wecpons form the basic
defensive fire plan. Both situations require a capability to engage
enemy forces at ranges out to 1100 meters and equally as important is
the requirement to equal or exceed the range capabilities of similar
weapons used by the enemy. (Appendix II to Annex C)

(4) Each rifle should possess a grenadelaunchinK cjap_ kt-
to fill a requirement for respoaisive high explosive fragmentation fires
between* maximtmi hand grenade range to minimum mortar and artillery fire
ranges. These fires must be accurate and immediately responsive to per-
mit engagement of small, fleeting targets. Since technology could not
produce this capability in a rifle at the time the M14 was developed,
another dzvelopment program was required. The result of this program
is the M79 grenade launcher which is effective to ranges of 350-400 meters.
Until development and introduction of the Special Purpose Individual
Weapon (SPIW) is completed, the M79 must be retained to fill the grenade
requirement. (Appendix III to Annex C)

(5) Infantry doctrine and employment of armored personnel
carriers (APC) does not visualize a requirement for habitual small arms
fft-ing from the carrier. The requirement is f-- ,'se in emergencies only,

an--w-ie6TT-&pi-fjyed, is suizpressive fire delivered by two individuals.
Configuration of the current Mll3 APC permits this capability and no
Increased requirement for firing from the vehicle is contemplated.
(Appendix IV to Annex C)

(6) Tactically, the bayonet is seldom used in combat.
However, its psychological influence both on the attacker and defender
is an influencing factor favoring retention of the bayonet. Also, the
bayonet may be used advantageously in riot control and civil disturbances.
The bayonet should be retained since the AR-15, the M14 and the SPIW,
the most competitive weapons, have provisions for attaching the bayonet.
Design and development of a lighter weight, general purpose knife which
also serves as a bayonet should be pursued, (Appendix V to Annex C)

_ _ _ __ _ _3



(7) A major requirement for the squad is staying power -

the ability to remain in combat for prolonged periods of time, suffer
attrition, and yet, retain a relative degree of combat effectiveness.
A five to seven man squrd organization cannot accept attrition and
retain the required degree of combac effectiveness. Regardless of the
theoretical firepower potential and effectiveness it may possess when
at full strength, attrition of personnel in b&ttle will affect its
staying power more readily and adversely than squads of a larger size.
(Appendix VI to Annex C)

c. Using the above factors and other Infantry tactical
requirements, each weapon has been evaluated as to its tactical utility
and capability to meet military requirements. This comparative evalua-
tion is discussed in detail in Annex E.

d. In response to the hypotheses and courses of action posed
in the study directive, the relative merits, attributes and capabilities
of each candidate weapon to support tactical concepts ad ultimate
developmental objectives have been evaluated. (Annex B-3) The results
of this analysis as applied to varying hypothetical situations and
courses of action are as follows:

(1) Determine the preferable rifle for world-wide usage
under a hypothetical situation which considers initial introduction
of a weapon into an army, i.e., as if the basic decision were to be
made now without reference to the decision already made.

(a) For purposes of analysis, it shall be assumed
that Infantry units are equipped with the M-1 and M-2 carbine and that
each candidate weapon - the AR-15, M-14(modified), M-14(USAIB), AK-47
and SPIW - enjoys the same degree of development or feasibility an now
prevails. The ultimate materiel objective is a lightweight multipurpose
weapon which, when fired from the shoulder, has the selective capability
of either point or area fire and a high kill probability. Since this
is the objective, the preferable rifle is unequivocably the SPIW in an
accelerated development and production program. Although economics
and political aspezts must be considered at national level, they are not
major considerations of this study. However, to divert funding,
development and test effort, and production base to any other weapon
as an interim system would be economically and politically unsound.
The objective must be paramount - providing the Infantryman with the
best weapon which technology and industry can produce within a reasonable
time span,

4



(b) Under this same hypothetical situation, there
exists a requirement for immediate issue of an operational weapon, or
an interim weapon pending availability of the SPIW. This would
necessitate selection of one of the other candidate weapons. In this
situation, the course of action to be pursued would be production of
the M14 (USAIB). The AR-15 has many fine attributes. It is relatively
small, lightweight, accurate, and favors employment in adverse terrain.
The AK-47 is a new weapon with respect to US standards and is considered
an inferior weapon to either the M14 or AR-15. On a world-wide base the
M14 (USAIB) would achieve more tactical utility and is considered
superior in meeting military requirements for range, penetrative power
and firepower effectiveness against combat targets.

(2) Determine the advisability of introducing the AR-15
or AK-47 into the US Army under currently existing conditions as a
total requirement for, or as an augmentation to, the M14.

(a) The introduction of the AR-15 or AK-47 as a
total replac-ment for M14 rifles currently in hands of troops is con-
sidered unadvisable. A decision to implewent such a course of action
would require, in the case of the AR-15 and AK-47, diversion of funding,
development and test, and production effort to the detriment of the
SPIW program. Currently, the SPIW program is progressing satisfactorily.
Acceleration of the program may be feasible by additional funding for
research, development and test effort. Industry has been briefed and
invited to assist in the overall program. Any decision to change from
current objectives could result in a derogatory effect on the overall
small arms weapon program.

(b) Introduction of either the AR-15 or AK-47 on an
augmentation basis is undesirable for it would further compound existing
amunition resupply problems by necessitating the introduction of an
additional type of ammunition at the Infantry squad level. No advantages
accrue from this augmentation since the AR-15 or AK-47 do not meet require-
ments for an Infantry squad weapon.

(c) The AR-15 has many fine attributes for adaptability
and use in adverse environmental condititnL. The desirability of intro-
ducing the weapon in a limited quantity to meet possible requirements
of Special Forces personnel would have to be considered at Department
of the Army level.

4. (S) Conclusions:

a. Operational anA organizational concepts of the Infantry squad
dictate the requirements an characteristics for small arms weapons.
(Annex B)

5
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b. The characteristics and requirements discussed are necessary
to ensure the US Army Infantryman has the capability to defeat any
potential enemy. (Annex B and C)

c. Doctrine, employment and equipment capabilities of Communist
Bloc countries influence military requirern-nts and characteristics cf
US weapons. (Annex D)

d. When considering requirements, areas of employment and con-
cepts, the SPIW is the most desirable weapon to be placed in hands of
combat units.

e. As an interim small arms system, the M14 (USAIB) is the
most satisfactory of all weapons evaluated with respect to environment
and tactical utility pending development and production of the SPIW.

f. The AR-15 may be a desirable weapon for use by Special
Forces personnel engaged in covert and overt warfare under all environ-
mental conditions.

5. (S) Recommendations:

a. Increased emphasis be placed on the SrIW program and the
program funded and developed at an optimum rate to achieve early avail-
ability.

b. Funding and production of the M14 (USAIB) stock and com-
pensators be initiated and the items issued for field modification of
weapons now in hands of combat units.

c. Consideration be given to possible use of the AR-15 by
Special Forces units.

6
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AN~NEX B -The Squad - Its Mis.ason, Doctrine, Tactics, Techniques and Re-
quirements - to Study (Rifle Evaluation) 3 December 1962

1. (U) General. The basic mission of the Infantry is to close
with the enemy by means of fire and maneuver in order to
destroy him or capture him or repel his assault by fire,
close combat and counterattack. To accomplish this mission,
a continuing requirement exists for the Infantry to seize
and hold key terrain. The weapons which are provided each
echelon down to and including the individual rifleman must
ensure that the capability exists to accomplish this mission.
In war, man and the equipment provided him are the basic
ingredients of success. But man and his equipment cannot
be considered in isolation. The Infantryman functions
not as an individual during battle, but as a member of a
team. Properly trained, motivated and led in combat, the
man, functioning as a member of the team achieves victory
over Ili~a enemy. The Infantry squad, the team in which he
functions, is the smallest combat element in the Army. It
is the basic fighting element containing an optimumi number
of personnel with the proper type and mix of weapons which
must function as a team and retain adequate combat effective-
ness despite normal battle losses. The basic foundation
then, of this study, is the &quad. To properly determine
weapon requirements and characteristics, the operational
and organizational concepts of the squad must be examined.
From this examination materiel requirements can be stated
for those weapons required to support the concepts,

2. (U) Mission. The mission of the Infantry squad is to close with
the enemy by means of fire and movement or maneuver (when
conducting operations as part of a platoon or larger unit)
in order to destroy him or capture him or repel his assault
by fire and close combat.

3. (C) Operational Concept.

a. The Infe~ntry squad is the basic fighting element orge-aized
and equipped to conduct close combat. It is the basic
tactical element of the Infantry platoon. The squad
must be capable of conducting sustained offensive andi
defensive operations as a part of a larger unit. Al.so,
it must b,! capable of operating independently for short
periods of time when employed in patrol or raid type
operations. Normally, the squad functions an a part of
the Infantry platoon in attack or defensive situations.

DOW'NGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
DECLASSIFlIED AFTER 12 YEARS
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The inherent mobility of the squad is the foot mobility
of the individual Infantryman. Because of this primary
mobility means, the weapons organic to, and employed by,
the squad must be man-portable. The weapon character-
istic of wan-portability also permits the squad to
accept readily other means of ground or air mobility to
improve combat effectiveness and conserve the fighting
strength of the individual. These mobility means may be
either organic to the squad or may be provided from
external resources. The foot mobility of the individual
and the man-portability characteristic of weapons must
be retained continuously to ensure that the squad, when
forced to dismount from, or denied the use of, other
mobility means, can successfully accomplish its mission.
The basic tactics and techniques employed by the squad
are equally applicable in either nuclear, non-nuclear
warfare or sublimited environment. With few exceptionib,
they also remain essentially unchanged regardless of the
mobility means.

b. Offensive Operations. In the offense, the squad attacks
as a part of the Infantry platoon. 1he squad leader
adapts combat formations to conform to the platoon attack
plan and existing conditions. The squad may be employed
either as a base of fire or as a maneuver element of
the platoon. Normally, because of its relatively small
size and controllability over extended distances, the
squad, by itself, will not be required to conduct fire
and maneu-'!r simultaneously but will perform fire and
movement.

(1) Fire and Maneuver. These are the two prime ingredients
of offensive action. The Infantry squad may perform
either fire or maneuver separately, but seldom
simultaneously. When employed as a fire support
element, the squad delivers effective semiautomatic
and automatic point and are* fires. A sufficient
volume of direct fire, properly diatributed wlthVn
the target array, forces the enemy to ýseekucove'r-and
prevents his delivering fire against the attacking
elements. Indirect fire weapons of the squad, such
as grenade launchers, also are employed against
defiladed targets to add high explosive fragmenta-
tion fires and either kill or force the enemy to
move. When employed as a maneuver element, the
squad moves by a covered and concealed route, desir-

ably to the flank or rear of the enemy position.

B-



While the base of fire element delivers the destruc-
tive fire to destroy the enemr.y or occupy hia atten-
tion, the maneuver element moves to a position which
will permit an assault of the objective. As the
assault commences, fires of the fire support element
are lifted, or shifted, to permit the assaulting
force to close with and destroy the enemy.

(2) Fire and Movement. The squad is ideally suited for
accomplishing fire and movement simultaneously.
This form of attack differs from fire and maneuver
in that, once engaged by the enemy and forced to
deploy, the squad employs its organic weapons to
deliver effective fire on the enemy out to minimum
ranges of 400 meters. Simultaneously, forward
movement of individuals is accomplished. The for-
ward movement normally is by bounds; individuals
advance by running, creeping or crawling while
other members of the squad deliver fire. This
process is alternated within the squad until a
position is reached to assault the objective.
Either the fire support element or the maneuver
element can accomplish fire and movement.

(3) Conduct of the Attack. The squad, as a part of the
platoon, advances to the line of departure in the
formation most suited to the platoon plan oi attack.
The line of departure is an easily identifiable
terrain feature perpendicular to the direction of
attack from which the attack is coordinated and
launched. Subsequent to crossing the line of
departure, the squad(s) designated as the maneuver
element initiates fire and movement along covered
and concealed routes to the flank or rear of the
enemy position. The squad designated as the fire
support element establishes a position from which
effective, aimed fite can be delivered on the
oblective. Individual weapons fire at knno-n, or
suspected, enemy targets within the sectc.- of fire
cf the individual rifleman. Autowatlc wenpons,
rifles and wiichinegun,, engage all targets within
the limits of the target array, adding high volume
aimed fire. Mixed with these fires are the high
explosive fragmentation fires of squad grenadiers
and indirect fires of higher echelon su1-,p.iting
weapons. Once the maneuver r&icLealt(s) rcaches a
position from which the assailt can be launched,
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heavy mortat and artill.cry supporting fires are
either lif~tcd, or shifted, on signal and the assault
commences. The point at which the assault is ini-
tiated is approximately 100-150 meters, dependJng
on terrain and nature of the defensive position,
from the objective area and desirably, should be a
covered position. As the assault is launched,
direct fires of the fire support squad increase
in intensity to maintain fire superiority over
the enemy. As the assault element advances squad
weapons, grenade launchers and hand grenades are
used to blanket the enemy position. During the
assault phase and to fix the enemy and prevent
his ret,,rn of fire, automatic weapons are employed
to the maximum. Subsequent to the successful attack,
the objective area is occupied to repel c-.ounterattack.
Squads occupy their areas of responsibility and plans
are made to either securc, the area or continue the
attack. With the following exceptioas these tactics
and techniques are equally applicable tc Infantry,
Airbo•rne Infantry and Mechanized Infantry squads.

(a) Airborne Infantry Squads. The primar'y difference
in tactical operations of the Airborne Infantry
squad when compared to the Infantry squad is
their mode of transport and delivery to the
battle area. Normally, Airborne Infantry units
will arrive by parachute in the battle area.
Once on the ground and reorganization has been
accomplished the wethod of achieving their
miusion is the sanem as for Infantry squads.
Major reliance is plan.ioO on the foot mobility
of Uhe individual tc reach the objective area.

(b) Mechanized Infantry Squads. The Infantry squal,
*when provided with an organic armored personnel
carr;4'r, is designated as mechanize 'r nfantry.
The pur pose of the armored personnel carrier
ig to provide transport for the squad. As
such, the carrier also 1reserves the fikjhtiag
strength of the squad by plaicing the imdiVitLu'L
riflemen as cloae to their objective atea as
pobsible. The carrier elho provides a degree
ci protection to indviePuLs from normal
battlefield hazards ý,uc4 as fragmentation,
sanal arms fire, residual radiation and anti-
pet'sunnel mines. Norma.ly, ameored personnel
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carriers are employed in coordination with
tanks. This dictates that terrain conditions
favor the employment of armor and mechanized
forces. The armored personnel carrier (APC)
is not a tank. Tanks are used to lead, attack
with or support by fire the movement of armored
personnel carriers. During movement from the
line of departure, the squad rides in the carrier.
The vehicular armament is used to deliver, in
coordination with heavier supporting weapons,
fires against the enemy position. Vehicle
commanders (squad leaders) direct the movement
of their carriers into the attack formation.
Movement from the line of departure to attack
positions or dismount areas is made as rapidly
as possible. Once in the attack or dismount
area, the squad dismounts and launches the
aesault under cover or direct and indirect fire
ueapons. At times, against lightly defended
areas, rapidly retreating enemy, or in ambushes
and emergencies, Lhe squad may fire and fight
from the carrier. This is the exception rather
thau the rule and the decision to fight mounted
cr cLawounted can only be made by the commander
naed on the tactical situation.

(4) Defensive Operations. The squad as a tactical element
oi the plutoon in defensive operations will occupy a
portion ot tha platoon defensive area. Normally,
squads will be employed abreast with maximum fire-
pt>wer oLperted in the expected directio~t of attack.
Each squad will organize and be responsible for a
sector of the platoon area. Under ideal terrain con-
ditions (relatively open, rolling ground) the squad
will organize the sector in two-man foxholes with an
interval of 20 meters between foxholes. When single
holes are used this interval is halved. Two-man fox-
holes are preferred if squad strength and fields of
fire permit. The squad can defend on frontages of
30 meters in unfavorable terrain and up to 120
meters in open terrain.

(a) In organizing the squad defensive sector, the
squad leader personally establishes the posi-
tion of each foxhole and assigns sectors of
fire to riflemen, automatic weapons and
grenadiers. He ensures that the sectors of
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quo"fire of individual riflemen overlap and the
defired density of fire can be delivered on

approaches to the position. If terrain permits,
machineguns are assigned principal directions
of fire and final protective lines. Machine-
guns as the primary automatic weapon about which
defensive positions are organized, are positioned
to obtain maximum advantage of long range graz-
ing fires. In the mechanized rifle oquad the
additional machinegun carried in each rifle squad
APC is employed within the squad based on guid-
ance received from the platoon leader. If the
terrain and situation permit flanking and graz-
ing fire, the machineguns are assigned final
protective lines (FPL).. If the terrain does
not permit the firing of an FPL, a principal
direction of fire is assigned. A desirable FPL
should stretch across the entire front of a
company and tie-in with adjacent units. To
achieve this a machinegun which is stable and
capable of achieving maximum grazing fire is
required. These fires should be interlocking
and in mutual support of other similar weapons
in the platoon and company.

(b) As the enemy advances in attack formations, he
is brought under fire when observation is
sufficient to permit delivery of organic and
attached or supporting fires. Unless surprise
fire is desired well within the effective range
of riflemen, machineguns, grenadiers and rifle-
men open fire at maximum ranges to force the
enemy to deploy, slow his advance and inflict
casualties. If the decision is made to with-
hold fire to effect surprise at closer ranges,
it must be realized that valuable time and
space have been traded for the advantage of
uurpfi6e. Desirably, Fires will lu iflitiLeud
at the longer ranges to ensure that the enemy
does not achieve a foothold or firepower advan-
tage. As the enemy continues to advance, fires
from squad and supporting weapons increase in
intensity to deny penetration of the defensive
area. If the enemy continues to advance, at
the appropriate time, machineguns deliver their
final protective fires to prevent access to the
squad area. If these fires are unable to stop
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the advance, automatic rifle fires, hand-to-hand
fighting, and grenades are used in the close
combat phase to repel the enemy. Once the enemy
is repelled he is pursued by fire and fires are
delivered on likely areas of enemy regrouping.
When the Mechanized Infantry platoon is employed
in the defense, the .50 caliber mahiinegun or
the Vehicle Rapid Fire Weapon System mounted on
the APC is for close in protection and air
defense of the APC. It also can be used to
supplement ground fires from either vehicular
or ground mounts. If employed in an off-carrier
role, the gun should be positioned in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the APF. If terrain permits,
it also may be employed from the carrier in a
hull defilade position. Since the primary pur-
pose of the APC is to provide mobility, it
should not be exposed unnecessarily to antitank
fire.

(5) The Infantry squad also may be employed independently
as a patrol or a raiding party. When employed as
a patrol, the squad will accomplish its assigned
mission using approved patrolling techniques described
in Department of the Army training publications.
Patrols are classified generally as to their mission.
Various types include reconnaissance patrols, combat
patrols, long range patrols or stay behind patrols,
The method of introducing the patrol into the area
of influence varies, hut has very little influence
on the techniques employed by the patrol unit. The
majority of patrols may be considured as covert in
nature. The primary mission of reconnaissance, long
range and stay buhivd patrols is to secure informa-
tion with respect to enemy strength and disposition.
These patrols do not engage in offensive tactics.
They rely on secrecy and stealth to accomplish the
mission and engage in fire fights with the enemy

nly .. as a means o p-otecioa or- to eXtri-LaLe ibe
patrol. Conversely, combat patrols may be required
to use offensive action to accomplish their mission.
They may be employed to reconnoiter enemy positions
by fire, to harass enemy command posts and communiL.
cation centers or to secure vital information through
the capture of prisoners or documents. Raids
performed by squad size units are similar to combat
patrols. The squad, independently or as an element
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of the platoon or company, may be emplJoyed in raid
activities. A raiding force may be assigned such
missions as destroying key installations, command
posts, supply duuye and nuclear delivery means;
capturing prisoners or materiel; or harassing the
enemy to cisrupt his operations. Raids are charac-
terized by stealth and rapidity of movement to the
objective area, violent, aggressive action, using
Grganic small arms and demolition devices to create
havoc and destruction, and immediate withdrawal
from the area.

(6) The Infantry squad may be employed in the conduct of
counterguerrilla operations. At squad level counter-
guerrilla tactics fall within the principles and
methods of regular combat, only techniques are modi-
fied to meet the pecularities of counter . rilla

* operations. In offensive operations t' .uad as
part of a larger force is oriented tx... destruc-
tion of guerrilla forces, an6 not on terrain.
Normally the most effective method of accomplishing
this is by encirclement. However, ambushes and
raids are also extensively used. These tactics
require secrecy, speed and surprise. To accomplish
a counterguerrilla role, the squad requires weapons
whichi produce a high sustained rate of fire and
are man-portable. Because of the tactics normally
used by the guerrilla in close terrain (see Annex D),
the weapons required in th squad should be designed
to produce a high volume of fire ,fective at short
rangers, normally less than 100 meters. When con-

ducting counterguerrilla operations under adverse
terrain conditions such as jungles and heavily
forested areas, weapons such as shotguns, sub-
machineguns and carbines meet this requirement.

3. (C) Organizational Concepts.

a. The Infantry squad has been subjr ted to numerous organiza-
tional changes in the past 30 years. The size has varied

o4 from eight to twelve to nine to eleven and, currently,

ten men. (An ad hoc committee headed by the Commandant,
United States Army Infantry School, and composed of senior
Infantry officers at Fort Benning, Georgia, recently con,.
ducted a study of squad organizational requirements and
proposed an eleven man squad consisting of a squad leader,
cn assistant squad leader, three riflemen, two grenadiers,
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a machinegunner, an assistant nmachinegunner, a rifleman
(ammunition bearer) and an automatic rifleman.) Auto-
matic weapons have been put in and taken out of the squad.
All these changes are understandable since the objective
has been to achieve an organization which provides a proper
balance of weapons, personnel, equipment and tactics with-
in the squad. This objective is not easily attainable when
advances in weaponry and constantly changing geographical
and enemy environments in which the squad must fight are
considered. Since the squad is the basic combat unit,
the influence which its organization exerts on platoon
and company structures also must be recognized.

"b. There are certain inherent characteristics which influence
the squad's combat effectiveness. In addition to these
"inside" influences, there are "outside" influences which
must be considered when designing the squad organization.
These "outside" 1,,tluences include logistical support,
geographical and enemy environme.nt, terrain and tactics.

(I) Inherent Capabilities.

(a) Firepower Capability. This capability may be the
most important characteristic. For the squad
to accomplxsh its mission, it must be capable
of delivering effective fire on the enemy or
on suspected areas. Firepower capability, in
short, is killing power and the reason for the
squal'P existence. Firepower cannot be measured
solely by the theoretical volume which can be
delivered. Inherent in this measurement, and
which must be considered, is the actual volume
delivered, the accuracy of the fire, and the
distribution within the target array. Theoreti-
cal volume depends entirely on the weapon used.
Actual volume, accuracy and distribution, or
total effectiveness of the fire must be measured
by the squad's organization and training. Purring
more weapons or weapons with faster potential
rates of fire into a squad does not necessarily
increase the unit's firepower capability. The
trajectory of the weapon and the bursting or
penetrating power of the missile should also
be considered. These fires complement each
other and both are essential. The relative
amounts needed for a squad must be related to
the usual squad missions and the variations of
environment.
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(b) Controllability. Effective unit control is
essential to combat effectiveness. The degree
of controllability attained is the best ratio
of coordination achieved to control required.
Communications, voice, visual or electronic,
facilitate coordination and control. In the
past, the squad leader has been forced to rely
on voice communicationsx visual signals, per-
sonal contacr, or a combination thereof, to
direct and control the actions of his unit;
currently, and in the future, electronic cosmuni-
cations in the form of lightweight transmitter/
receiver radios will ease his task of control-
ling squad actions. Also, the leader may be
assisted by subordinate leaders who reduce
his span of control to a more manageable level.
Instead of being required to direct the actions
of five to cen individuals, the squad leader is
required tu coordinate and direct no more than
two subordinates. Regardless of the methods
employed or structure employed to achieve con-
trol, the actions of the individuals or subunits
must be effectively coordinated if full potential
is to be realized.

(c) Staying Power. All of the "inside" and "outside"
influences combine to give a unit staying
power. Firepower, organization, controllability,
environment and tactics of a unit are closely
interrelated and determine combat effectiveness.
Combat effectiveness then relates to staying
power and staying power is measured in terms of
the length of time a unit can remain effective
despite battle attrition. Attrition presents
a serious problem in small units such as the
squad. Previous experience in combat indicates
Lthat squads have frequaril......... at25

or more understreugth. This creates a problem
as how best to compensate for such losses. The
answer immediately presented is to increase the
size of the squad. But, while possibly being a
partial answer to attrition, increased size com-
poinds controllability. Conversely, when con-
trollability is idealized in a small squad
structure, staying power may be degraded. The
small unit is then unable to accept an attrition
factor and still retain sufficient combat effec-
tiveness. Somewhere, between these upper and
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lower limits, is an optimum lize; that which
is manageable and because it is manageable
remains effective.

(d) Mobility. The Infantry squad must be capable of
moving within the battle area regardless of
geographical location. Its basic means of
mobility is derived from the inherent foot
mobility of the individual Infantryman. This
capability will be ever present but in those
areas and situations where speed of movement
contributes to success, the squad must be pro-
vided with a mechanical means of mobility equal
to or greater than that his adversary enjoys.
The squad must be flexible in organization
and equipment to accept organic or supporting
mobility means when required.

(2) Outside Influences.

"(a) Combat and Logistical Support. This is the sum
total of combat powrr and logistical back-up
normally in support of forward elements. It
means the timely respouse to forward unit needs
in the form of supporting firepower, subsistence,
replacements and medical evacuation. Normally,
a large amount of support is provided in a
tactical situation, but units also must antici-
pate some loss of eupport and, at times, total
separation from supporting agencies.

(b) Geographical Environment, The Infantry squad
must be capable of fighting in any locale
under varying conditions of warfare. Certain
areas of the world tend to degrade combat
effectiveness. Adverse terrain or climatic
conditions quizkly dissipate force effective-
ness it proper corrective measures are not
taken. However, if properly organized, trained
and equipped, the squad may derive an advantage
over a poorly trained and equipped enemy.

(c) Terrain and Tactics. Terrain must be organized
with ingenuity and the application of tactical
doctrine. Tactics tailored to meet the terrain
will incteaae a unit's effectiveness.
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C. Salient characteristics and features required to optimize
the fighting carability of the squad include:

(1) Automatic rifle fire to provide the volume of fire
desired.

(2) Accurate semiautomatic fire with a selective capa-
bility for automatic fire.

(3) Immediately responsive high explosive fragmentation
fire.

(4) Controllability through chain of command from squad
leader to subelemerxt leader to individual riflemen.

(5) Mobility by organic armored personnel carriers in the
Mechanized Infantry squad and the ability to accept
supporting mobility meaIns in the Infantry and Airborne
Infantry squads.

(6) Staying pover without compromising controllability by
size or disproportionately reducing combat effective-
ness by attrition.

4. (C) Materiel Requirements.

a. After analyzing the missions requi~red of the squad and the
factors which influence organization to accomplish those
missions, materiel requirements to support operational
and organizational concepts can be defined.

b. The Infantry squad, regardless of how it is transported to
the battle area, is essentially a foot mobile unit in
close combat. To accomplish its mission, the squad must
move on foot, close with, vnd destroy or capture the
enemy. This dictates that the weapon or weapons be man-
portable. To conserve the fighting strength of the
individual. they must be sufficiently light weight to
permit carrying f or long periods and distances. At the
same time they must be durable and stable to achieve
the desired accuracy; and, they must function reliably
under those terrain and climatic conditions normally
prevalent in the battle area.

c. Direct fire usmall arms weapons must provide the Infantry
with range, firepower and accuracy 4ual to or greater
than that of those weapons unod by any potential enemy.
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The squad has a requirement for both a semiautomatic and
automatic rifle fire capability. Desirably, this feature
should be combined in a single woapon. Advantages which
accrue from this capability include a standardization of
weapons within the squad, a reduction in numbers of differ-
ent type weapons requircd in the arsenal and simplified
and standardized ammunition resupply in the iquad. The
8ut~tLfLiiC mode must be selective. It must be employed
judiciously to enisure proper expenditure of ammunition
and effective fire distribution in the target array.
Selectively employed, by designated members of the squad,
the automatic fire of individual weapons complement the
fires of machineguns. Currently, and for the foreseeable
future, the individual must be capable of delivering accu-
rate and effective semiautomatic rifle fire against point
targets out to ranges of at least 400 meters; gond accurate
and effective automatic rifle fires against area targets
to ranges of at least 400 meters, and, at even greater
ranges, lethal fires with reduced accuracy and effective-
ness (see Appendix II, Annex C).

d. In addition to the direct fire small arms capability, the
squad also requires some type of high explosive frag-
mentation projectile to employ against groups of enemy.
The hand grenade carried by each individual can be used
effectively out to ranges of approximately 35 meters.
From 35 meters out to 400 meters there is a gap in resporn-
uive high explosive fire delivery capabilities against
small fleeting groups of enemy personnel. The weapon
selected for use in this role should be lightweight and
reasonably accurate and be responsive to instantaneous
employment by the squad. It also must be capable of
delivering effective fire against personnel in defilade.

e. In a mechanized or armor environment the squad must be
capable of defeating enemy fighting vehicL~s. A weapon
is required which will permit close in defense against
tanks and lightly armored vehicle*,. This weapon musmt
be accurate at ranges out to 250 meters and muvst be
sufficiently lightweight to permit an individual to
carry the weapon in addition to his individual weapon
and equipment. Desirably, it should be an expendable
round of ammunition.

5. (C) Summary.

a. The foregoing are requirements for squad individual weapons
basned on the tactical concepts previously discussed. From
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these requirements salient characteristics emerge andcan be stated as follows:

(1) Lightweight man-portable weapon.

(2) Effective. range from zero to at least 400 meters
with sufficient accuracy to ensure high kill prob-
ability in the semiautomatic mode.

(3) A selective automatic fire capability to deliver
accurate and effective aimed area fire out to
at least 400 meters while retaining a lethal effect
at even greater ranges.

(4) Sufficient penetrative power at the extreme range
to defeat protective clothing and equipment worn
by the enemy.

(5) The weapon must be durable, stable and reliable.

(6) Possess a high explosive fragmentation capability
at ranges of 0-400 meters.

(7) Possess a defensive capability against armored and
lightly armored vehicles out to ranges of 250 meters.

b. In the past, technology has been unable to combine all of
these characteristics into a single weapon. However,
research and development effort indicates that, within
the near future, the majority of these characteristics
caii be placed in one weapon. The ultimate objective
of the Infantry is to attain a weapon which is multi-
purpose; one which will provide selectively a semiauto-
matic and automatic fire and area fire capability.
Weapons currently available are satisfactory as interim

equipment, but better weapons are required. Research and
development effort must not be diverted from technically
feasible and promising systems now in conceptual or "bread-
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ANNEX C - Military Characterietics of a Rifle - to Study (Rifle Evalua-
tion) 8 December 1962

(S) In this annex the doctLine and concepts of employment of small
arms is evaluated to determine the desired military
characteristics of a rifle. Factors discussed in this aunex
are:

Appendix I - Rifle Range Requirements

Appendix 11 - Requirement for Automatic Firepower for All

Riflemen

- The Role of the Machinegun

- Machinegun Range Requirements

- Requirement for the Machinegun if Every Rifle-
man Has an Automatic Fire Capability

- Requirement for the Machinegun if Only Two
Riflemen per Squad Have rn Automatic Fire
Capability

Appendix III - The Need for a Grenade Launcher on Each Rifle

Appendix IV - The Need for Firing From Armored Personnel

Carriers.

Appendix V - The Need for the Rifle to Accept the Bayonet

Appendix VI - The Impact of Using a 5-7 Man Squad

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS

DOD DIR 5200.10
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APPENDIX I - Rifle Range Requirementb - to ANNEX C to Study (Rifle Evalua-
tion) 8 December 1962

1. (C) Current military characteristics for the Special Purpose
Individual Weapon (paragraph 237a(5), Combat Development
Objectives Guide) state a requirement for a point target
capability at all ranges out to 400 meters. This effective
range capability is considered necessary for the following
raasons:

a. This range is required to permit US Infantrymen to at ltast
match the effective range capabilities of the individual
weapons most likely to be in the hands of potential
enemy Infantrymen. Two of those weapons are:

AK-47, Soviet 7.62mm Assault Rifle

Effective Range - Semiautomatic Fire - 400 meters
Automatic Fire - 300 meters

Maximum Lethal Range - 1500 meters

M58. Czechoslovakia 7 . 6 2mm Assault Rifle

Effective Range - Semiautomatic Fire - 400 meters
Automatic Fire - 300 meters

Maximum Lethal Range - 1500 meters

(Reference: Ordnance Technical Intelligence Report, May 56,
prepared by Development and Proof Services, Aberdeen
Proving Ground based on information from USSR manuals)

b. The ability of an individual rifleman to hit a target is
IrIanted dirnctly to the range to target. A range of 400
meters is the approximate maximum range to which the
rifleman can detect and effectively engage individual
ahemn personnel in the semiautomatic mode. Target

detection and observation difficulties reduce the
efetvns of si,..aA point. fires at. greaterranges

c. Although research has established that the range of battle
targets rarely exceeds 300 yards (270 meters), sufuicient
targets are detected at greater ranges to justify the
requirement for a rifle with an effective range of more
than 300 yards. Operations Research Office Technical
Memorandum, ORO-T-161, 2 July 1952, subject: "The Effects
of Terrain on Battlefield Visibility," states that lens
the, 30 percent of target sightings exceed 300 yards
Thi., percentage of sighting is considered of sufficient
significance to justify a requirement for a rifle with a
range capability In excess of 300 yards.

SDOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTIERy,)S-1
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2. (U) Considcration of how the rifle will be employed and what com-
bat elements will be Armed with the rifle further substantiate
a poiatL tsrget range requirement oi7 at least 400 meters. As
*sicuascd in Annex B, this weapon will be used in offensive
and defensive operations and during hours of darkness as
well cs daylight. In the conduct of these operations the
rifleman will be required to deliver point and area fires
at varying ranges depending upon the situation, visibility
and terrain. Cenerally, the objective will be to defeat
euem" forces (disperse, halt or at laast lessen the strength
of enemy foreces) as far forward of the forward edge of the
battle area (FEBA) as possible. Desirably, enemy forces
should be slowed or stopped at distances sufficiently far
forward of the FEBA to permit the effective employment of
mortar and artillery fires. Although such fires can be
brought to within 25-30 meters of friendly forces under some
conditions, preferably these fires should be delivered at
least several hundred meters forward of friendly positions to
ensure troop safety.

3. (U) Based on these general reasons, the point target 400 meter
range currently established as the required capability for
the SPIW (as well as the range criteria established for the
M14) is considered valid and should not be changed.

4. (C) Although not directly related to rifle range requirements,

duplex ammunition, as tested by the US Army Infantry Board
(USAIB Project Number 2812 (Cont), Evaluation of NATO 7.62mm
Duplex Ammunition, Headquarters United States Continental
Army Command, 24 April 1961) produced a gain in combat effec-
tiveness of 14-22 percent measured in terma of hitting and
incapacitating personnel type target under simulated combat
conditions by an Infantry rifle squad. This g•in in ammuni-
tion effectiveness in of such significance as to favor use of
the duplex ammunition by the squad. A requirement would still
exist for ball ammunition with its comparatively more favorable
longer range capabilities.
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APPENDIX II = Automatic Firopowet and Mnchinegun Requirements - to ANNEX C
to Study (Rtiflc EvaluaLion) 3 Dccrmber l')62

1. (U) In this appendix the following interrelated factors will be

examined concurrent 1"

a. Requirement for automatic firepower for all riflemen.

b. The role of the machinegun.

C. The range requirement for the machinegun.

d. The necessity for the machinegun if every rifleman has an
automatic fire capability.

e. Vie necesaity for the machinegun if only two riflemen persquad have an automatic fire capability.

2. (S) Autocratic Rifles.

a. Although the rifle normally will be employed as a semi-
automatic weipon, there ia a requirement for all riflemen
to have an automatic firepower capability. At times,
both in the conduct of offensive and defensive operations,
the squad will be required to deliver the heaviest volume
of tire possible. Such situations would inc'lude:

(l) Defending against "human sea" type attacks by enemy
personnel. Such tactics were employed in the Korean
conflict and, conceivably, could be used in the future
to overwhelm defenses by numerical superiority.

(2) Attack and defense in close terrain situation, similar
to those currently encountered in Vietnam. In theae
situntions an immediat, heavy volume of countering
automatic firepower on enemy personnel or positions
[,eulerully is more important than semiautomatic aimed
fire at fleeting targets.

\)IAL LitM cU0iuic t of Ltjt aisasuul Phs 0JA. t.LI

selective automAtic L'ire capabilit:y will permit the
additional heavy fires needed to pin enemny forces in
their foxholes or trenches and prevent them from de-
livering !ffcctive return fires.

b. Personnel Research Associates Report 56-3 cibstantiates the
conclusion that a squad armed with a large automatic wea-
pons ratio is at least equal to squads armed with varying
ratios of automatic weapons in the attack mission and

II •C-I
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and superior to them in the defense. In order to take
advantage of the benefits of automatic firc-., every rifle-
man should havw! the selective capability of firing his
riflu automatically even though it is recognized that in
the majority of instances, most rifles will be fired semi-
automatically. This selective capability must be used
judiciously by the leader to preclude ammunition resupply
pioblems.

c. When employing his weapon in the automatic role, the rifle-
man must be capable of directing accurate and
effective ai4ed fire against area targets at ranges of
at least 400 meters and at even greater ranges, lethal
fires with reduced accuracy and effectiveness. Fires
at ranges beyond 400 meters traditionally have been effec-
tive as a means of augmenting and supporting machinegun
fires. These fires may not result in substantial enemy
casualties because of low hit probabilities at such long
ranges; however, they serve the purpose of fixing enemy
forces in place and reducing enemy capabilities of deliver-
ing effective small arms and automatic weapons fires.

d. 3ased un findings by Brigadier General S. L. A. Marshall
(ORO Report, "Infantry Operations and Weapons Usage in
Korea, Winter 1950-51"), other advantages might accrue
if all riflemen were armed with automatic weapons. General
Marshall reports that in combat men tend to rally around
automatic weapons fires and that the ratio of personnel
firing their weapons is much greater for those armed with
automatic weapons than those armed with semiautomatic
weapons.

C. Although some increase in anununition expenditure is probable
if every rifleman has an automatic fire capability, through
proper selector training and command control, ammunition
will not be' wasted, and the increase in logistics will be
negligible (Rifle Squad and Platoon Evaluation Program,
22 May 1961-31 July 1961, United States Army Infantry
School). Another problem associated with automatic fire
is the ability of the rifleman to carry sufficient ammuni-
tion on his pernon to pernit employment of his weapon in
the automatic role. This problem is not just reiated to
the weight of ammunition, but to the bulk of the load
carr.ed.

II-C-2
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3. (CONFMOD) Machineguns.

a. Even though every riflcuan has an automatic fire capabil-
ity a requiroment still exists for an automatic wea-
pol with an increased sustainod firepower capability
out to ranges of 1100 meters. This requirement is
satisfied by the machinegun. A primary reason support-
ing this consideration is to provide equality of fire
potential with Soviet counterpart weapons. Three of
those weapons are:

(i) Squad 7.62mm light machinegun - effective range - 800
meters.

(2) 7.62mm company light machinegun - effective range -
1000 meters.

b. Secondly, a weapon with an 1100 meter effective range capa-
bility more readily satisfies defensive fire requirements
in support of the squad in breaking up attacking forma-
tions at maximum ranges; ranges sufficiently far forward
of the FEBA to permit the effective delivery of mortar
and artillery fires. Machineguns will be required to fire
prearranged fire data (such as final protective lines
(FPL)) which cannot be accomplished by automatic rifles.
In the attack, the machinegun, because of its inherent
characteristics, is able to deliver closer and more
accurate overhead and supporting fires (particularly at
long-,r ranges) than automatic rifles.

c. 'The machinegun also is used to great advantage in the delivery
of mutually supporting, interlocking bands of fire. As
such, the machinegun is the primary automatic weapon about
which defenses are organized.

4. (CONFMOD) Summary. In summary, automatic rifles will be employed
to deliver accurate and effective aimed area fires out to
ranges of at least 400 meters and ac even greater ranges, lethal
fires with reduced accuracy and CLfeCLVCHCSS The automatic
fire capability is required primarily in the defense role
against "human sea" type attacks by Infantry personnel in the
attack and defense in close terrain situations (similar to
those experienced in Vietnam). The machinegun will be employ-
ed during the conduct of offenbive and defensive operations.
In the offensive, it will be used primarily as the automatic
weapon base of the fire element for maneuvering forces. In
the defense it will deliver the long range automatic fires
required to break up attacking formations, and wiil serve
as the automatic weapon foundation in the organization of
defensive positions. Whether every man in the squad or
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only two men in a squad have automatic7 rifles, a require-
ment for an autcmatic weapon (machinegun) with an effec-
tive range of 1100 meters will still exist. An 1100 meter
range capability not only matches Soviet machinegun capa-
bilities, but provides fires out to the naximum effective
rng.e the machinegunner can see and adjust fires on target.
(Infantry Reference Data, ROAD, September 1962, United States
Army Infantry School).

II-C-
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APPENDIX III - Grenade Launcher Requfrotneeet - to ANNEX C to Study (Rifle
Evaluation) 8 December 1962

I. This appendix contains a discussion of the neel for a grenade
launcher on each rifle.

2. There is a requirement for the weapon of each soldier in the
Infantry squad to possess a capability to deliver high explo-
sive fragmentation fires. In defensive situations this capa-
bility would provide the squad with a responsive area fireI weapon to cover both flanks and the enemy avenues of approach
into the squ3des position. Also, it would provVe the capa-
bility of covering dead space between maximum hand grenade
range and out to rangea of 400 meters as well as those gaps
in interlocking machinegun fires (and rifle fires) created
by vagaries in the terrain. To cover those gaps 4 n fires
delivered by tV 'ndividual Infantryman in the siquad, the
weapon should have an effective range of 4C0 meters; the
minimum effective range of the rifle. In the attack, the
firepower of the squad would be augmented materially.

3. Ncne of the current rifles have an adequate grenade launching
capability satl.sfving militaey requirements. Neither the
desired range of 400 meters nor accuracy of fire require-
meats cre fulfilled. Therefore, to satisfy the ueed for a
responsive grenade launching capability, the Infantry squad
must be equipped with the M79 grenade launcher.

4. The placement of two M79 grenadiers in the rifle squad has
proven highly satisfactory (Rifle Squad and Evaluation Pro-
gram, 22 May - 31 July 1961, Uritcd States Army Infantry
School; United States Army Combat Developments Expcrirnenta-
tion Center Squad Teat). If every rifleman had a grenade
launching capability similar to the N79, and as envisioned
with the development of the Special Purpose Ii.dividual
Weapon, improrvt.i effectiveness of the rifle squad would be
achieved, However, until •zuch a capability is developed
for the rifleman, the M79 will continue to be required an
a sauad weapon.

III-C-l
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APPENDIX IV - Firing from Within Armored Personnel Carrier Requirements -
to ANNEX C to Study (Rifle Evaluation) 8 December 1962

1. This appendix contains a discussion of the need for a "firing
from within" capability for the armored personnel carrier
(APC). That is, providing personnel riding within the APC
with a capability of employing their weapons while -iding
in the vehicle.

2. The United States Army Infantry School (USAIS message to
United States Continental Army Command, AJIIS-R 12-14-A,
16 December 1961) visualizes a requirement for only a lim-
ited firing capability from within the carrier and then for
emergencies primarily. (By limited is meant the capability
for about two individuals, not including the vehicle com-
mander, to fire from within the APC by use of its hatches.)
An example would be firing from the carrier when ambushed
and the situation not favoring the dismounting of the squad
to close with the enemy on foot. Infantry opinion is based
on the reasoning that the APC is only a means of providing
protected transport to personnel and cargo. The APC is not
considered to be a fighting vehicle. Neither its vehi-
cular armament nor its limited armor protection permit use
of the APC as such. Additionally, it is virtually impossible
to deliver accurate fire from a moving vehicle; particularly
a vehicle traveling cross-country.

3. Ideally, a rifle designed for use by personnel to fire from
within a carrier would be lightweight, short in overall
length, easy to handle with minimum straps, handles and
protrusions to catch on parts of the vehicle, and have an
automatic fire capability for the delivery of area type
fires.

IV-C-I
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APPENDIX V - Bayonet Requirement -td ANNEX d to Study (Rifle Evalua-
tion) 8 December 1962

1. This appendix contain. a discussion of the need for the rifle
to accept the bayonet and the effect of the extra weight on
combat operations.

2. Research data generally indicates that the bayonet is very
seldom used in combat. The enemy is killed by all types of
weapons fire but only in isolated instances has the bayonet
contributed significantly to killing enemy personnel. However,
thcse research documents also point out that the psychological
influence of the bayonet, both on the attacker and the defender,
cannot be determined.. Therefore, no true statistical conclusions
as to the merits of the bayonet can be presented.

3. However, since the rifles under discussion now possess the capa-
bility of accepting the bayonet, and there exists a require-
ment for its use in riot control and civil disturbances, this

4 capability should be retained.



APPENDIX VI - Impact of Using a 5-7 man Squad - to ANNEX C to Study
(Rifle Evaluation) b December 1962

I. This appendix contains a discussion of the impact of using a
five to seven man squad on the military requirements for a
rifle.

2. A five to seven man squad armed with any of the weapons consi-
dared in this study is unacceptable to the Infantry because
it lacks staying power. A five to seven man squad is too
small to provide the degree of continuity of action required
in small unit operations. Loss of one or two men as casual-
ties would be tantamount to loss of an effective squad. Even
if a responsive replacement system could provide personnel
required to replace battlefield losses, the teamwork, esprit,
morale and cohesiveness of the squad vould be impaired.
Consideration also must be given to the relatively larger
precentage of firepower lost if one man becomes a casualty
in a small squad ab compared to a large squad. The staying
power of the small squad would be radically lessened by such
an occurrence. Even if a five to seven man squad could be
armed with weaponry that would match or surpass the fire-
power capability of larger sqmads, it still would be unac-
ceptable because ,f its inabillty to accept casualties.

3. Since a five to seven man squad would be unable to occupy and
defend frontages equal to those of a larger squad armed with
identical weapons, more small squads would be required. This
would introduce problems of control at the platoon level as
well as effect t ie overall efficiency of operations for use
of a squad leader to control only four, five or six other
puraonnel would be an uneconomical use of the average squad
leader' s capabilities.

4. The Infantry ,obJective of improved squad weaponry should be to
increase the firepower capability of the Infantry squad
rather than attempt to maintain a theoretical squad status
quo with reduced personnel.

VI-C-I
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ANNEX D - Doctrine, Tactics, Organization and Equipment of Communist Bloc
Basic Combat Units - to Study (Rifle Evaluation) 8 December 1962

1. (U) General. The Communist Bloc empire comprises a massive and

impressive array of military strength. Generally, the coun-
tries contributing to this strength have well-trained and
equipped armies. For the most part, equipment is that which
has been furnished by the dominant power, the USSR. Doctrine,
tactics and techniques employed also are based on Soviet phi-
"losophy. The Communist empire is world-wide and any one, or
all of the countries, are potential opponents of the United
States. Of the approximately ten major countries within the

Soviet sphere of influence, the ones which constitute the
major threat to US forces are the USSR and Chin' se Communist
armed forces. A brief examination of each of these military
forces at the lower combat echelon is relevant and appropriate
to the problem under study.

2. (CONFMOD) Doctrine, Tactics, Organization and Equipment.

a. USSR.

(I) Soviet Infantry missions and characteristics are simi-
lar to those of the US Army. Infantry is the arm of
close combat which fights by combining fire, maneuver
and shock action.

(2) The Soviet motorized rifl'. squad is the basic Infantry
unit. Normally, it fights as part of the rifle pla-
toon but may engage in independent action during
offensive operations. It accomplishes its mission in
a similar manner to the US Infantry squad. The Soviet
rifle squad uses fire and movement, organic weapons
and grenades and, when required, hand-to-hand combat.

In the attack, as part of the platoon, the. squad
moves by phases from the line of departure to the
assault position. When advancing on objectives 250
to 300 yards away, the squad covers the first 150 to
200 yards at a fast walk if enemy fires permit. The

last 100 yards are made on the run. The attack also
may be made by running when the objective is 150 to
200 yards away. The squad leader employs his automa-
tic weapons as a base of fire to support the movement
of individual riflemen. Assault action is violent,
accompanied by shrieks, vengeance and firing rifles,
submachineguns and light machineguns in the squad
while on the move. When used in a mobile attack in

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS1
DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS
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armored carriers, the squad normally dismounts in'a
covered departure position as close to the objective
as possible prior to launching the assault. Against

lightly defended positions, the squad may remain

mounted in carriers and conduct the attack, Movement

is accompanied by direct fire available from vehicu-
lar mounted and individual weapons.

(3) In defensive operations, the squad defends a front of
40 to 50 yards in the platoon sector. An assigned
zone of fire is covered by the combined fires of squad
weapons. The heaviest fire from the squads of the
platoon is concentrated approximately 400 yards to
the front and flanks. Defensive fires increase in
intensity as the enemy approaches the assault position.
The Soviets believe that current armament in the rifle
company is most effective at ranges of 400 meters. If
the enemy continues to adviice, the squad begins to
fire point blank fire and use grenades as the attack
continues to 25-30 yards from the main line of resis-
tance. The squad tries to repel the enemy by fire,
obstacles and hand-to-hand combat. When the enemy
assaults with tanks, squad antitank weapons direct
fire at tanks while other men in the squad deliver
fire against accompanying Infantry.

(4) The Soviet squad co-,ists of eight men. In addition to
the squad leader, thero is a two man light machinegun
team, an antitank grenadier and four riflemen. All
members of the squad, except the light machinegunners,
are armed with an AK-47 submachinegun. The light
machinegunner carriers the 7.62mm light machinegun

(RPD). The antitank grenade launcher is the RPG-2,
80mm grenade similar to the German World War II wea-
pon. Principal characteristics for each of these
weapons are:

(a) AK-47 submachinegun. Fires semiautomatic or auto-
matic rifle fires selectively from a 30 round
magazine. Weapon weight with magazine is 10.49
pounds. It fires a 7.62mm bullet. When firing

short bursts of automatic fire, best results are
obtained at 300 meters. In the semiautomatic
mode, effective range ib 400 meters with well-
trained riflemen obtaining hits up to 600 meters.

D-2
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(b) Light machinegun, 7.62mm (RPD). A man-portable
machinegun with a cyclic rate of fire of 650-750
rounds per minute. It weighs 19.89 pounds and
has an estimated effective range of 800 meters.

(c) Antitank grenade launcher, RPC-2. This wLapon
cousists of a launcher tube of 40mm size and a
projectile, which is muzzle loaded, of 80mm.
It is a recoilless, percussion fired grenade
with an effective range of 100-150 meters.

b. Chinese Communist.

(1) The doctrine, tactics and equipment of the Chinese Com-
imunist Army have been influenced strongly by the

Soviet Union. Since the ground force is primarily an
Infantry army, tactics are designed to exploit Infan-
try capabilities. Offensive operations begin with the
approach march and occupation of attack positions.
In Chinese drctrine the attack phase b gins with de-
parture from company attack positions and ends with
occupation of the assault position. Assault posi-
tions are located as close as possible to the objec-
tive and are disposed to permit simultaneous assault
from different directions. The assault phase ends
when the initial objective has been overrun and conso-
lidated.

(2) The Chinese use both the position and mobile defense,
but favor the mobile defense. Combat security posi-

tions are established 4-6 kilometers forward of the
main line of resistance. The conduct of the defer'e
is similar to that of the Soviet small unit.

(3) Weapons are modeled after Soviet type weapons. Primary
small arms weapons consist of the Soviet SKS 7.b2mn
carbine (Chinese type 56) andl the Snviet AK-47 rifle
(Chinese type 56 assault rifle). In the future, it
is believed that SKS c rbine production will be dis-
continued in favor of the AK-47. The standard squad
machinegun is the Soviet 7.62mm light mach 4 egun (RPD).
Antitank weapons are a rocket launcher and we recoil-
less rifles, all Chinese made but based on post World
War II US designs.

c. (1) The discussion above relates primarily to potential con-
ventional enemy forces and does not take into consi-
deration enemy guerrilla forces. Our greatest
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threat today from this type of enemy is in Southeast
Asia where Coimmunist China exerts a tremendous in-
fluence on the characteristics of military doctrine.
Much of the success achieved by the Viet Minh against
the French is a result of adoption of tactical doc-
trine which the Chinese Communists had perfected
against the Chinese Nationalist forces.

(2) Initially, infiltration and attrition are employed to
harass the enemy, keep him off-balance, and capture
the arms and equipment necessary for building the
reserve force with which more sophisticated maneuvers
can be executed. The Communists avoid pitched battles
and resort to frontal attacks only when the enemy in
cut off and they have overwhelming superiority in
numbers. As the guerrilla force becomes more profi-
cient and better armed, it emerges into a well-
organized effective organization employing military
doctrine which is characterized by:

(a) Mobility,

(b) Detailed advanced planning and decentralized
execution.

(c) Psychological and political preparation of the
population.

(d) Surprise.

(e) Deception.

(G) Concentration of effort.

(g) Adaptability.

(3) These forces generally will be armed with a wide varia-
tion of individual weapons seized during the conduct
of ambushes and other operations. However, these
forces are supplied with weapons from both the USSR
and the Chinese Communist Armies.

d. Coumuniat Bloc countries such as East Germany, Poland, Czech-
oslovakia, North Vietnam and North Korea are dependent on
the Soviets and Chinese for the majority of their military
equipment. Their conventional forces will employ basically
the same doctrine and tactics as the two dominant powers.
Weapons also will provide basically the same offensive and
defensive firepower capabilities.

SROW
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AIRIEY E - Comparative Tactical Evaluation of Competing Rifles - to Study
(Rifle Evaluation) 8 December 1962

I. (U) General. The rifles considered and evaluated as to their
potential application in tactical situations include the M14,
M14 (modified) and MI4 (USAIB), the Armalite AR-15, the
Sovict AK-47 and the developmental Special Purpose Individual
Weapon (SPIW). The evaluation was objective in nature and
is based on currently available information contained in
reports of test, intelligence documents, statistical data
obtained through firing tests by the United States Army
Infantry Board and physical examination of the reopective
weapons.

2. (S) Discusoion.

a. M14 Rifle. The M14 7.62mm rifle is the standard individual
weapon currently issued to the Uudted States Army Infantry
squad. When produced and issued to field units, a selec-
tor knob to permit an automatic fire capability is pro-
vided with the weapon. The decision to install the selec-
tor knob is at the discretion of the major unit commander.
The M14 (modified) is basically the same weapon as the
M14. The differences are the installation of an auto-
matic fire selector knob and a bipod to provide stability
when tiring automatic fire. The M14 (USAIB) rifle is a
product improvement of the M14 (modified). The standard
stock of the M14 (modified) is replaced with a new
design stock which incorporates a hand grip at the fore
end of the rifle stock, a pistol grip to the rear of the
trigger group, a straight comb stock with a rubber re-
coil pad, and a compensator has been substituted for the
tlash suppressor. The purpose of the hand grip is to
exert increased torque on the rifle and increase bipod
footprint ground pressures. The combination of hand grip
and pistol grip permit the firer to achieve greater accu-
racy during automatic fire. Physical characteristics of
the M14 (modified) and M14 (USAIB) are shown in Appendix I.

b. Armalite AR-15. The Armalite AR-15 is a small caliber (.223),
rifle manufactured by Colt Patent Arms Manufacturing Com-
pany. It possesses a selective capability for either
semiautomatic or automatic fire. A bipod is provided
for stability in firing. Physical characteristics as
compared to M14 and AK-47 rifles are shown in Appendix I.

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
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c. AK-47. The AKC-47 Soviet rifle is of 7.62mn caliber. Although
referred to in thii; study as a rifle, many intelligence
documents refer to the weapon as a submachinegun. The
AK-47 is the basic individual weapon of the Soviet rifle
squad. The rifle ran he fired selectively in either
seminutomotic or automatic fire. In addition to being
the primary weapon of Soviet Infantry, it is used exten-
sively in the Chinese Communist Army, the North Viet-
naniese Armny and many other Conmmunist Bloc Armies.

d. Special Purpose Individual Weapon (SPIW). The SF114 combines
tht point tire capability of' the rifle and an area target,
or high expiosive frafwlentation capability, into a single
hand-hlvd, shouldcer fired weapon. At requirement for a
weapon ofý this type has been established and approved
military characteristics have been developed. The feasi-
bility 01: developing the weapon has been eatablinhed and
industry has been invited to participate in the develop-
Itaunt program. The SPIW combines into a single weapon
a high velocity, smnall caliber projectile for point
fire and a 30-4Onmm dual purpose, antipersonnel, anti-
materiel projectile for area fire. It is expected to
be typo ciassiafied in FY 1966. Ultimately, it may replace
all small arms weapons in the Army with the exception of
the light uiachinegun and a few pistols. The United Kingdom
and Canada have expressed an interest in this developmental
program. This interest was reconfirmed as recently as
the Fifth Tripartite Infantry Conference which convened
at Fort Benning, Georgia, on 5-10 November 1962.. Tenta-
tive physical characteristics as contained in technical
specifications and design concepts are shown in Appendix 1.

e. Each of the weapons under consideration has been analyzed
to determine Its potential for ful~filing the require-
ments of the Infantry for a shoulder fired, small arms

weapon, The following tactical and human engineering
aspects have been considered as related to each weapon
and discussion of the attributes and merits is contained
in Appendix 11 of this Annex.

(1) Physical characteristics.

(2) Range, accuracy and penetration,

(3) Position disclosing effects.
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(4) Human factors.

(5) Environmental and climatic conditions.

(6) Grenade launching capability.

(7) Automatic shoulder fire weapons versus machineguns.

(8) Employment of small arms from armored personnel
carriers (APC).

(9) Capability of using bayonet.

(10) Logistical aspects.

3. (S) Conclusions. Basco on the analysis at Appendix II, the
following conclusions are made with respect to the attri-
butes, merits and capebility of each weapon to meet Infantry
tactical requirements:

a. Of the weapons currently available and tested, the M14
(USAIB) is the most Ireferable rifle from the stand-
point of meeting military requirements.

b. The AR-15 demonstrated many desirable characteristics and
features. In some aspects it is superior to the M14
(USAIB) and other tested weapons. Although it compared
favorably with the M14 (USAIB) at ranges out to 400 meters,
inaccuracy during combat firing and insufficient letha-
lity at ranges greater than 400 meters eliminated the
AR-15 from consideration as the most desirable weapon.

c. The AK-47 demonstrated acceptable capabilities at close
ranges and can be classified in a cetegorv of submachine-
gun. In no way does the AK-47 fulfill individual
weapon r,,quirements as an individual weapon for the US
Army Infantryman.

1- -



APPENDIX I -Physical Charariat cto AN~NEX E-Study (Rifle Evaluation)

8 December 1962
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APPENDIX II - Relative Attributes, Merits and Capabilities of Each

Weapon to Meet Infantry Tactical Requiremcnts - to ANINFX E to
Study (Rifle Evaluation) 8 December 1962

I. (U) Physical Characteristics.

a. The salient physical characteristics for each weapon are
compared in tabular form at Appendix I.

b. Conclusions. Based on an analysis of the data contained
in Appendix I it is concluded:

(1) The Special Purpose Individual Weapon (SPIW) as currently

envisioned best meets the physical characteristics
and objectives of the Infantry. The weapon will
combine point and area fire capability within a very
acceptable weight classification.

(2) When considering only the weight characteristic for

an interim small arms weapon, the AR-15 is lighter
than the M14 or AK-47 rifles. All of the interim
rifles meet minimum physical requirements for a
semiautomatic/automatic fire small arms weapon.

2. (C) Range, Accuracy and Penetration.

a. Evaluation.

(1) Range. The M14, AR-15 and AK-47 are capable of meeting
the minimum range requirement of 400 meters.

(2) Accuracy.

(a) The M14 (modified), the M14 (USAIB), the AR-15
and the AK-47 have been test fired.

1. The M14 (modified) and the AR-15 were fired

at 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 meter
known distance ranges. Firing in the semi-
automatic mode was conducted using both a
sandbag rest and the weapon bipod. Results
of firings are shown at Inclosure 1. Thesu
shot groups are representative and indicate
fairly tight groups which would be lethal to
personnel at these ranges. However, one
point must be considered. The groups arc
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not related to an aiming point. This is
particularly important because difficulty
was experienced with the AR-15 in retain-
ing a fixed aiming point to center the
shot groups. The relatively lightweight
barrel of the AR-15 has a tendency to bend
when pressure is applied to secure the
weapon in the firing position.

2. The known distance automatic fire accuracies
of the AR-15, M14 (modified) and the M14
(USAIB) have been tabulated and are shown
at Inclosure 2. Figures indicated in paren-
theses following the percentage of hits
obtained indicate the number of individuals
firing the particular course. All other
firing was conducted by five individuals.
Analysis of the results revcal;

a. In the kneeling and standing positions at
25 meters the AR-15 and M14 (USAIB) were
approximately equal in shot spread and
superior to the M14 (modified).

b. At 50 meters the same results in a, above,
were evident in the two different fir-
ing positions.

c. At 75 meters the same results were obtained;
how' jcr, neither the AR-15 nor the M14
(USAIB) were able to achieve a shot
group when 5-10 round bursts were fird.

d. Using two different positions, biped and
sandbag, at 100 meters the AR-15 and M14
(USAIB) were superior to the M14 (modi-
fied). The1 M14 (USAIB) was marginally
better than the AR-l5 particularly in
that it placed 100M of the rounds in a
6'x6' target.

e. At 200 meters under the same firing condi-
tions, the AR-15 and M14 (USAIB) were
approximately equal and superior to the
M14 (modified).

f. At 300 and 400 meters, firing 2-3 round
bursts from biped and sandbag positions,

TL-E-2
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the M14 (USAIB) percentage of hits on
all targets was greater than the AR-15.
The AR-15 was better than the M14 (modi-
fied).

3. In addition to known distance firing, field
target firing ranges at Fort Benning were
used to determine combat firing accuracies.
Five rifle squads of six riflemen and two
automatic riflemen were employed in the
combat firing. The organization chosen is
a duplication of the ROAD Infantry squad
with exception of the two it79 grenadiers.
Combat firing was conducted In both day
and night offensive and defensive situations.
One significant fact was apparent during

conduct of the night offensive and defensive
operations. Tracer ammunition available in
the NATO 7.62mm cartridge adds significn;.tly

N to the hit capability of the squad a,- night.
N •For purposes of test firings the candidate

weapons, AR-15, M14 (modified) and M14
(USAIB) were initially fired with ball
ammunition only. Subsequent to this, night
combat conditions were simulated and firing
was accnmplished using tracer ammunition.
For the M14 (modified) -rifle an increase of
64.957. was noted and for the M14 (USAIB) an
increase of 67.33%. At Inclosure 3 is tabu-
lated data on squad firing tests for each
combat situation.

(b) Only a small amount of ammunition was available
for test firing the AK-47. Firing was con-
ducted both semiautomatically and automatically.

The AK-47 does not have provisions for a bipod.
Semiautomatic firing was conducted using a
"sundbag supported powitiun at ranges of iVG,
200, 300, 400 and 500 meters. Results of fir-
ing are shown at Inclosure 4. It should be noted
that at all ranges the AK-47 was inferior in
accuracy to the 1414 and AR-IS fired from sandbag
positions. Automatic fire at ranges of 75
meters or less in an unvupported position was
acceptable, but was not effective beyond 100
meters. Technical firing tests conducted in
1955 by Development and Proof Services, Aberdeen
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Proving Ground, substantiate these findings.
At that time it was concluded that the AK-47
compared favorably with other military rifles
in use when fired semiautomatically. The AK-47,
when fired automatically, achieved accuracies
comparable to, and expected of, submachinegun
weapons.

(3) Penetration.

(a) The ability of a projectile to penetrate various
targets Is a function of impact velocity and
projectile design. The Infantryman in combat
is confronted with many different target
materials. They range from unprotected indi-
viduals through the spectrum of individuals
protected by clothing and equipment, hasty
field fortifications, light, unarmored vehi-
cles and cities, towns and other built-up areas.
The defeat of these various targets is vital to
the individual and the squad in accomplishing
their combat mission.

(b) The projectile fired by the M14 rifle is the
standard 7.62mm NATO (W0) ammunition. It is
a 147 grain bullet fired at a muzzle velocity
of 2800 feet per second. It is designed with
a lead core and a thin gilding metal Jacket.
Caliber .223 ammunition fired from the AR-15
has a muzzle velocity of 3300 feet per second
and is of thu same design as the 7.62mm projec-
tile. The 7.62im AK-47 projectile is constructed
of a steel core and steel jacket. Muzzle veloc-
ity is 2329 feet per second. Both the caliber
.223 and 7.62=n NATO projectile are easily
deformed and as a result tumble easily within
the target body. This permits a greater release
of enerev within the target. With the steel
core and steel Jacket, the Russian 7.62mm
projectile remains relatively stable in semisoft
targets and achieves greater penetration up to
ranges of 200-300 meters, after which penetra-
tion depth falls off in comparison with other
projectiles. However, against hard targets
the Russian 7.62mm projectile tumbles. At
Inclosure 6 is data obtained from comparative
firings of all three projectiles and at ranges
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of from 100-600 meters. From the results
obtained, it is evident that the 7.62mm NATO
projectile has significantly greater penetra-
tive power against the selected target array
than the caliber .223 or Russian 7.62mm projec-
tiles.

b. Conclusions.

(1) The AR-15 and M14 are approximately equal in capabil-
ity with respect to range and accuracy during semi-
automatic firing out to ranges of 400 meters. Con-
siderable difficulty was encountered in attempting
to center the shot group of the AR-15 at ranges of
400-500 meters.

(2) In automatic firing against targets at ranges of 25,
50 and 75 meters the AR-15 and the M14 (USAIB)
produced shot groups of approximately the same size
and were superior to those of the M14 (modified).
The AK-47 had acceptable accuracy at these ranges.

(3) In automatic firing from prone supported positions at
ranges of 100-400 meters, accuracy of the M14 (USAIB)
was better than the AR-15. At 200 meters the AR-I5
and M14 (USAIB) were approximately equal and superiir
to the M14 (modified). At ranges of 300-400 meters
when firing 2 to 3 round bursts the M14 (USAIB)
Dercentage of hits was greater than the AR-15 and
the AR-15 was greater than the M14 (modified).

(4) At all ranges tested, the penetrative power of the
7.62mm NATO cartridge fired by the M14 is superior
to that of the AR-15 caliber .223 and the Russian
7.62mm ammunition. Target penetration against semi-
hard targets was achieved b the M14 ammunition at
ranges greater than the AK-47 and AR-15.

3. (C) Poaition Disclosing Effects,

a. Evaluation.

(I) In reports of test by the United States Army Infantry
Board in May 1958 and the Arctic Test Board in April
1959 comparative evaluation was made concerning the
ability of an observer to detect smoke or flash from
the M14 and AR-15 at various rengeq. Tests were
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conducted during daylight and darkness and, in the
arctic test, against dark and light background. In
the United States Army Infantry Board r 'port during
the daylight hours, smoke from the M14 could be
observed at 400 yards and at 300 yards from the
AR-15. At both of these ranges semiautomatic and
4-5 round automatic bursts could be observed with
the unaided eye and with 6x30 binoculars. During
hours of darkness, the United States Army Infancry
Board report indicated that in semiautomatic fire,
the M14 muzzle flash could be observed at 50 yards,
with the unaided eye and 150 yards with binoculars.
In automatic fire, the M14 Lould be observed at 100
and 200 yards respectively. The AR-15, when firing
either semiautomatic or automatic fire, could be
detected out to ranges of 400 yards by both the
unaided eye and binoculars. The AR-15 was not
equipped with any flash suppressor during conduct
of this test. In a subsequent test by the United
States Army Arctic Test Board, and with the AR-15
equipped with a flash suppressor, the M14 still was
apparently the most difficult rifle to detect at
various ranges. Detection distances, in yards, are
as follows:

AR-15 M14 Background Light Object Deti cted

350-500 300-400 White Day Smoke
750-850 175-300 Dark Day Smoke

40 16 White Night Sparkler
82 30 Dark Night Sparkler

(2) During recent test firing at Fort Benning, the AR-15,
M14 (modified), M14 (USAIB) and the AK-47 revealed
the following detection ran3es in meters:

AR-15 M4(M) M14 (USAIB) AK-47 igtht Object Detected

40-50 40-50 40-50 40-50 Day Muzzle blast
100-150* 100-150* 100-150* 100-150* effect on dust,

grass
100 100 100 100 Day Muzzle smoke
100 100 100 100 Day Muzzle flash
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AR-15 (4 M14(USAIB) AK-47 L Object Detected

75-100 100-125 175-200 225-250 Night

200-225* 225-250* 300-375* 350-375*

*Indicates that 6x30 binoculars were used.

(3) Test firing of the AK-47 by Aberdeen Proving Ground
resulted in detection of sparklers from the muzzle
during night firing. No detection ranges were

eopressed. The AK-47 is not equipped with a flash
suppressor.

b. Conclusions. Based on the moot recent test data available,
the AR-15 is the most difficult of all weapons to detect

with respect to muzzle effects at various ranges. The MI14
rifle could be detected at longer ranges with both the
unaided eye and binoculars.

4. (C) Human Factors.

a. Evaluation.

(1) The M14 (modified) and the M14 (USAIB) are the heavi-
est weapons of the ones evaluated. The AR-15, being
the lightest weapon, can be carried for longer periods
of time without fatiguing effects. When comparable
weight loads are transported by the individual, the
soldier armed with the AR-15 can carry a total of
15 loaded magazines of 20 round capacity as compared
to only 5 magazines of 20 round capacity with the M14.
However, the bulk of the 15 AR-15 magazines does not
permit easy transport since there is insufficient
space on the soldier's equipment to attach the maga-
zines. Although the extra ammunition could be
carried in currently available factory packed bando-
leers, this is undesirable. Combut . .tuatiori.
require, at times, sufficient loaded magazines to
sustain the individual through a particular situation.
The requirement for the individual solider to recharge

magazines is most undesirable from the tactical aspect.
This situation is true when applied to the M14 rifle
also. A definite requirement exists for factory
packed magazines which are expendable and may be

carried in a light cloth bandoleer.
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(2) The AR-15 during firing has the disadvantage of eject-
ing empty cartridge cases in the four o'clock direc-
tion relative to the gun barrel. For a normal right
handed firer, this ejection may be disconcerting.
When fired by a left handed firer, the empty case
tends to lodge in the neck of clothing. This dis-
advantage is supported by previous tests of the AR-15
as well as current tests being conducted.

(3) From an environmental aspect, the AR-15 previously was
considered as undesirable when wearing arctic cloth-
ing. Difficulty was experienced with riflemen
attempting to fire while wearing arctic mittens and
intermediate arctic handwear. Frostbite on the face
also was experienced in temperatures of -20OF because
of the fiberglass stock of the rifle. Test personnel
had no difficulty in firing the M14 when the rifle
was equipped with the Colley Type winter trigger.

(4) The AR-15, because of its smaller caliber and lower
cartridge specific impulse, has lower recoil forces
than the M14 (modified) and M14 (LISAIB). This low
recoil results in ease of firing in the automatic
mode. On the other hand, the M14 (modified) with
a high cartridge specific impulse and recoil degrades
the automatic fire ability of the average soldier.
Firing experience has resulted in bruised shoulders
and cut lips. Installation of a compensator on the
M~14 (USAIB) rifle has reduced these undesirable
effects significantly.

(5) A comparison of safety aspects of the AR-15, M14 (modi-
fied) and M14 (USAIB) indicates that these weapons
are generally acceptable and safe. The AK-47 is
undesirable from the safety aspect in that the bolt
cannot be re~tained open. This feature also is
undesirable in combat firing since it gives the

last round of ammunition.

(6) Handling of the different rifles indicates that the

AR-15 can be handled easier with one hand than
other weapons. The configuration of the pistol
grip located at, or close to, the rifle center of
gravirty, tends to facilitate carrying, pointing
from the hip while firing and general handling
Ability of the weapon. The AK-47 has some of the
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same desirable features although weight and general
configuration was not as satisfactory as the AR-15.
The M14 due to weight and length was the least
desirable although pointing and aiming of the weapon
at a target during shoulder firing was better than
the AR-15 or AK-47.

(7) When used by airborne troops, the AR-15 appears to be
easily secured and does not create a bulky item of
equipment. The shorter overall length of the AR-15
decreases the amount of contact with the body and
does not hinder body movement to an unacceptable
degree.

(8) Although not properly a part of this rifle evaluation,
the H14 (USAIB) rifle modified with n folding stock
apparently will solve many of the human engineering
shortcomings of the weapon while not affecting firing
characteristics. In this configuration the weapon iii
as satisfactory as the AR-15 from human engineering
respects.

b. Conclusions.

(I) From the data available the AR-15 appears to be suitable
from the human factor aspect when the following attri-
butes are considered:

(a) Light weight.

(b) Shorter overall length than M14 type rifles.

(c) Amount of ammunition which can be carried by an
individual as compared to an equivalent weight
of M14 riile aimaunition. Howover, hulk
ot the loaded uagazine Lfi a problem nnd
will be until such time as factory loaded
expendable Ygnzniute in bandoleers become avail-
able.

(d) Lower recoil forces are more acceptable from the
standpoint of fatigue.

(e) Parachute delivery of the AR-15 when attached to
an individual appears to be more acceptable than
with the M14 rulle.

II-E-9
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(f) General handling characteristics are slightly
better than the AK-47 or M14.

(2) Based on previous environmental tests the M14 can be
fired more easily by personnel in arctic type cloth-
ing.

(3) Shoulder pointing of the M14 is easier and more accurate.

5. (C) Environmental Conditions.

a. Evaluation.

(I) Only the M14 (modified) and the AR-15 were tested pre-
viously under varying environmental conditions.
Both were tested in 1959 under temperate climatic
conditions. Some environmental testing of the AK-47
was conducted in 1955 by Ordnance Technical litelli-

gence, DfvelopnivntL and Prooi Services, lberdeei,
Results of previous tests are:

(a) The AR-15 amd M14 were subjected to five day periods
of no cleaning, exposure to rain, muddy water,
sand, dust and temperatures of -25 0 F and 125 0 F

under temperate climatic test conditions. Both
rifles were comparable Ili performance under all
conditions excpt muddy water, sand and dust,
Neither of the rifles functioned properly when
exposed to these conditions. However, the AR i5
had a lower percentage of malfunctions per 100
rounds fired under most situations than the M14.

(b) In the arctic environmental test, the AR-15 and M14

were subjected to cold-soaking in the open at
temperatures ranging from 80 F to -24 0 F for vary-

ing periods of time, then warmed at ambient
temperatures of 70-75OF. The rifles also were
buried in snow and exposed to blowing snow and
glacial dust. Firing was conducted at ambient
temperatures ranging from 170 to -8 0 F. The AR-15
experienced more malfunctions during this test
than did the M14. Coinputations made from the
four test phases indicate that approximately
1060 rounds were fired from each weapon. The
AR-15 hid approximately 50 malfunctions from

the following causes: 1) failure to go in
battery; 2) failure to feed; or 3) failure to
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fire. For the same reasons, the M14 experi-
enced only 16 malfunctions.

(c) Recent firing tests at Fort Benning under avwrage
temperate climatic conditions reveals that the
AR-15 sustained an excessively high number of
malfunctions. A total of 43,600 rounds of
ammunition were fired from the AR-15 and 89,300
from M14 rifles. Significant malfunctions by
type and weapon are:

AR-15 M14

Failure to feed 178 9
(faulty magazine)

Failure of bolt 48 13
to remain open
after last round

Stoppages requir- 16 0
ing disassembly

Failure to chamber 131 5
first round

(d) Tests conducted by Aberdeen Proving Ground in
1955 on the AK-47 revealed that the weapon
functioned well in all extreme environmental
conditions except when submerged in mud. Of
2100 rounds fired from the weapon at Fort
Benning only one malfunction, failure to feed,
was noted. Use of the AK-47 in varied global
areas by Communist Bloc armies indicates that
it can be expected to function satisfactorily.

(e) Comparison of the M14 and AR-15 ýor employment
in varied geographical areas muit include con-
sideration of the environment from the stand-
point of terrain, climate, tactics and the
enemy. Because of its lightweight and relatively
short length, the AR-15 appears to be very suit-
able for use in jungle areas. The ability to
deliver automatic fire with low recoil forces
favors its use in ambushes and against fleeting
targets in forested areas. In contrast, excess-
ive malfunctiops may reduce the weapon effectiveness
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at a time when maximum firapower is required.
The weapon appears to be well suited for use
by Special Forces persoinriio where req~ti.reTiiefits
for lightweight, effectiveness at close ranges,
and ease of transport are paramount. The M144
(US.AIB) has the disadvantage of weight and length
when compared under these environmental conditions.
However, for tactical employment in most areas
of the world where ranges are greater and more
hard targets are encountered, the M414 is superior
in range and penetrative power. The M14 from
the standpoint of reliability is superior.

Conclusions.

(1) The AR-15 experienced a higher percentage of malfunc-
tions under arctic conditions and recent temperate
climate testing than did the M14 rifle.

(2) While the AR-15 appears to be well suited in certain
geographical areas such as the jungle, the M14 (USAIB)
is more adaptable and better suited for employment
in the majority of other world areas.

6. (S) Crenade Launching Capability.

a. Evaluation.

(I) Each of the candidate weapons with the exception of the
AK-47 has a grenade launching capability. The M14
(modified) and M14 (USAIB) require attachment of the
M76 grenade launcher to achieve this capability. The
M70 launcher, when installed on the M14, fires the
M31 rifle grenade. A sight, M15, is also attached
to the left side of the rifle for aiming purposes.
The M31 grenade is classified as a high explosive,
antitank grenade. Maximum range, when fired from
the M14, is listed as 275 meters. However, recent
fixing at Fort Benning produced a maximum range of
only 215 meters. By using an adapter on the M76
launcher, the M26A2 fragmentation grcnade can be
fired to a range of 160 meters. This range is a
function of grenade fuzing time of 4.5 seconds.

(2) The AR-15 rifle muzzle is configured to accept the
M31 rifle grenade. This eliminates any requirement
for a rifle grenade launcher. Ranges achieved whei
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firing the M31 grenade were in the order of 194
meters. The weapon does not provide any suitable
sight arrangement for aiming purposes. The recom-
mended technique of firing is to place the rifle butt
on the ground with the weapon inclined at an angle
of 450 to the horizontal. This inclination provides
maximum range. Shoulder firing of the weapon with
the rifle grenade produces severe recoil forces and
unacceptable side effects. Although the weapon can
be fired semiautomatically with the rifle grenade by
using the special cartridge in the rifle magazine,
this advantage is not considered to be of significant
importance.

(3) In discussing requirements for grenades to support squad
operational concepts, a range requirement of 0-400
meters has been established. The M79, 40mm grenade
launcher now in operational use meets this require-
ment. Unloaded weight of the weapon is 6 pounds
and it fires a 40mm projectile effectively to ranges
of 350-400 meters. The bursting radius of the pro-
jectile is 5 meters with lethality extending for
some distance beyond. Two M79 launchers are organic
to the Infantry squad thereby eliminating any
requirement for additional rifle grenade launchers.
Developmental effort is now under way to ,ombine an
antimateriel capability into the same projertile
used against personnel.

(4) The objective in developing Infantry small arms weapons
is to combine the point fire, small arms diret fire
capability, and the area fire, high explosive frag-
mentation grenade, in a single weapon. The SPIW is
being developed to meet this requirement. When avail-
able, this weapon initially will replace the M79 and
as production permits will become the standard small
arms weapon of the Infantry. As such, it will
replace all small arms weapons now in use with the
exception of the machinegun and a few pistols.

b. Conclusions.

(1) Currently the M79 grenade launcher meets Infantry
requirement for a grenade launcher with a range of
400 meters.

(2) The Special Purpose Individual Weapon is the ultimate
small arms weapon for the Infantry squad and
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developmental effort should be expedited to provide
point and area fire capabilities.

7. (C) Automatic Shoulder Fired Weapon versus Machineguns.

a. Evaluation. In automatic fire, the AR-15 and M14 (USAIB)
are adequately effective at ranges of 200 yards out to
400 meters when supported by the bipod. At 200 yards

(yards used because of the stated requirement in mili-
tary characteristics) the AR-15 and M14 (USAIB) were
approximately equal in the percentage of hits attained
and in shot dispersion when fired from either bipod or
sandbag supported prone positions. The same condition
was true at 300 and 400 meters. Results indicated that

automatic rifle fire can be used effectively against
groups of enemy personnel at these ranges. This should
not be construed to mean that the automatic rifle possesses
an accurate point fire capability at these ranges. The
effect achieved is really an aimed burst at a known or
suspected enemy position. This fire complements the fires
of machineguns and in some instances may be substituted

to permit machineguns to engage longer range targets.

b. Conclusions. The AR-15 and the M14 (USAIB) are effective
automatic fire weapons at ranges out to 400 meters. At
ranges beyond 400 meters test results indicate that the
M14 (USAIB) is markedly superior to the AR-15 in both
accuracy and lethality.

8. (U) Employment of Small Arms From Armored Personnel Carriers
(APC)

a. Evaluation.

(1) All of the candidate weapons can be employed from the
APC. However, the philosophy discussed in Appendix

IV to Annex C on firing weapons from within the APC
must be considered.

(2) M113 APC dimensions bearing on weapon compatibility
are:

(a) Rear Ramp Opening - 53" wide x 49" high.

(b) Cargo Hatch - 30-1/2" wide x 47-1/2" long.

(c) Height of Troop Compartment - 49" floor to roof.
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(3) Because of its shorter length (39 inches) and lighter
weight the AR-15 is more compatible with dimensions
of the APC than the M14 (modified) or M14 (USAIB).
Of all candidate weapons, the AK-47 is superior
from the standpoint of length. The shorter length
of the AR-15 and AK-47 facilitates ease of entry
and exit from the APC. Also the probability of
entanglement of the weapon with protrusions inside
the carrier appears to be lower than with the M14.
A design concept of a folding stock M14 (USAIB)
would reduce overall length to a size more compatible
with the APC and equal to or superior in versatility
to either the AR-15 or AK-47. This concept has
been successfully demonstrated and may be the ideal

weapon for use in armored and mechanized units.

(4) When employed in a suppressive fire role from within
the APC, either the AR-15, tile M14 (USAIB) or the

AK-47 can be used with approximately the same degree
of effectiveness. However, in a mechanized environ-

ment, the penetration power of the M14 at ranges of
400 meters and beyond against semihard targets gives
this weapon a marked advantage over the other two

types. Accuracy, other than when at a halt, will
be affected adversely with any weapon because of
carrier movement and instability of the firer and
firing platform.

b. Conclusions.

(1) The AK-47 aud AR-15 are more compatible with armored
personnel, carrier operations than the M14 (modified)
,L 144 (USAIB) because of shorter length and lighter
weight.

(Z) A folding stock model of the M14 (USAIB), now in design
stage, may be equal or superior to thii AR-15 or
AK-47 for mechanized operations.

(3) For use in a mechanized environment, the M14 (USAIB)
appears to be more suitable for employment against

semihard targets and at longer ranges than the AR-15
or AK-47. Significant advantages also accrue from
the greater peneL-ation v:ipsbility of the we.toon.

9. (U) Use of the Bayonet.
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a. Evaluation. Appendix V to Annex C establishes the need for
the rifle to accept a bayonet. All rifles except the AK-47
have the capabil ity of bayonet attachment. Tile SPIW also
has a bayonet capability.

b. Conclusions. A'-1. cAndi dace tw.apo~ii~ othor t'Oaa tije S3PIW areý
Ic ccptabllc `~or OLu wit~h theý !ýnr,)net.

10. (C) Logistical Aspects.

a. Evaluiation.

(1) Desirably the rifleman shoiilr4 retain on his pernon a
sufficient load of ammunition to permit participation
in suotained combat for thio longest period pos~jIble
without restipply. Curreatly, because of the bulk and
weight of the ammunition load, the rifleman carries
that amount of ammfunition required for one average day
of combat. This basic load is determined based on
tablies developed from combat experience and amounts
to 100 rounds of amimunition for each rifleman. Resupply
requireraents for tile future cau be reduced in one of
two ways: developing a more accurate and lethal rifle
requiring, ;-n the average, fev~or rniind., of: aumiiini tfoil

pt0 11~ or ve-diiw' tag thec wieight of aljiniuli tiork to Per-
mii 0 ~ iv - averi, soil i r to ciirry " larger bast ,Ieled.

(2) Considering the ammnunition for the currently available
weapons, the AR-l5 round is the lightest. A round of
ammunition for the AR-l5 weighs approximately o~ne-half
as much as that for the AK-47 and only abo'i line-third
as much an that for the M14. A 20 round 1 ýd maga-
zinc oif AR-15 ammunition weighs one-half as much ano a
20 rouind loaded ma~gazine for tile M14. Conaidering
only weight:, the AR-l5 ammunition is the most saitin-
factory from~ logistical aspects, followed by thle AR-li.
The M14 round is the least satisfactory.

(3) As previously stated, weight iv uot tile Sole conisidera-
tion ILL determining how much ammuiiultioii the soldier
can carry. Bulk of the load is an important factor
The size of the load must not hamper the rifleman Ln
the performance of his normal combat functions which
will require frequent running, falling, diving and
rolliag 'into firing positions, climbing over obstaclea,
and similar physical functions. Considering size of
the rnagavine only, the AR-l5 20 round magazine is about

I-l- 1.6
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one-third smaller than the M14 20 round magazine
and therefore is the more desirable of the two.
However, when carrying as much AR-15 ammunition per
weight as M14 ammunitiou, the rifleman will be
required to carry increased bulk. The AK-47 30
round magazine further compounds this problem since
it is approximately twice the size of the AR-15

4 magazine.

(4) Other logistical aspects to be considered include
the interchangeability of ammunition between squad
members. As long as personnel all carry the same
type weapons, this is no problem. The rifleman who
runs out of ammunition during combat can readily
borrow ammLnition from another rifleman who has an

adequate supply (or take ammunition from a casualty).
Hownver, if a mix of weapons and caliber of ammuni-
tion is contained within the squad, resupply problems
will be complicated. One advantage the M14 has in
this regard in the capability of using M60 machinegun
ammunition in che M14 during emergencies or when
resupply is not accomplished as required.

b. Conclusions. Of the currently developed rifles, the AR-15
ammunition is the most satisfactory from logistical aspects.
An 1R-15 rifleman can carry twice the number of rounds
weightwise as an M14 rifleman. This load may be overly
restrictive from a totol bulk standpoint. The AK-47 lies
between the AR-15 and M14 in this respect.
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SEMIAUTOMATIC KNOWN DISTANCE FIRING

SANDBAG FIRINGS

Average Spread (Inches)
Range Type Maximum Maximum Maximum Mean
(Meters) gifle Vertical Horizontal S Radius

100 AR--15 5.4 4.2 6.7 1.9
M14 5.3 4.2 6.8 1.9

200 AR-15 9.2 8.4 11.5 3.4
M14 10.6 8.4 12.7 3.6

300 AR-15 14.5 14.3 19.4 5.6
M14 15.3 15.2 19.9 5.9

400 AR-15 19.0 19.5 26.1 7.5
M14 20.0 20.1 28.2 7.5

500 AR-15 24.7 22.7 30.9 9.0
m14 23.9 23.5 31.7 9.0

600 AR-15 27.2 26.8 36.2 10.4
M14 26.0 26.2 35.9 10.1

BIPOD FIRINGS

ALvera~e Spread (Inchen)
Range Type Maximum Maximum Maximum Mean
(Meters) Rifle Vertical Horizontal Spread Radius

100 AR-15 5.9 6.7 9.5 2.5
M14 6.1 5.5 8.6 2.2

200 AR-15 9.8 12.1 15.8 4.2
K14 13.3 8.5 14.9 3.8

300 AR-15 18,7 12.5 20.9 5.9
M14 19.7 16.2 25.3 6.7

400 AR-15 24.7 27.6 35.3 10.3
M14 25.0 22.8 32.6 9.0

500 AR-15 31.6 20.5 35.8 9.8
M14 23.4 24.6 32.8 9.4

INCLOSURE 1 to APPENDIX II to ANNEX E
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FIELD COMBAT FIRING TEST

1. Day Defense: Five squads participated. Squad composition was six
riflemen and two automatic riflemen. Target ranges were from
200 to 425/475 meters. Each squad fired 640 rounds from each
rifle. Total results per squad were:

AR-15 Rifle M14 Rifle M14(USAIB) Rifle
Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Squad Tpts Hit Hit. Score Tgts Hit Hits Score Tgts Hit Hits Score

1 19 42 137 27 65 200 36 112 292
2 21 52 157 23 82 197 24 79 199
3 23 56 171 26 67 197 24 70 190
4 20 44 149 24 63 183 27 106 241
5 20 54 164 22 81 191 25 89 214

2. Day Offense: Squad composition ,.,as six riflemen and two automatic
riflemen. The same squad participated in all firings on this
course. A second run was made with the AR-15 to determine if
increased weapon familiarity would increase hit capability. Toto11
ball ammunition expended was 1600 rounds.

AR-15 Rifle M14(M) Rifle M14(IUSAIB) R~fhk
Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Sgiad Tgts Hit Hits Score Tgts Hit Hits Score Tgts Hit Hits Score

1 4 13 33 5 26 51 6 17 47
4 12 32

3. Night Defense Course: Squad composition was six riflemen and two
automatic riflemen. Firing was from prepared foxholes. Maximum
target range was 110 meters. Tweoity-four targets were at ranges
of 20 to 40 meters. Total number of rounds fired per squad was
400. Tracer ammunition was not available for the AR-15.

AR-15 Rifle M14 Rifle M14(USAIB) Rifle
Type Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Sud Aimo Tgts fit Hits Scror Tgst Hit Hits Score Tsta Hit Hits Score

Ball 8 38 78 7 22 57 9 34 79
Tracer - 11 52 107 10 54 104

2 Ball 4 4 24 10 24 74 9 63 1.08
Tracer - 11 115 170 10 68 118

Ball 4 22 44 7 21 56 8 31 71
Tracer - 9 41 86 13 69 134

4 Ball 6 28 58 7 25 60 10 24 74
Tracer - 12 42 102 12 59 119

INCLOSURE 3 to APPENDIX II ANNEX E
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4. Night Offense: Five squads participated. Squad composition was six
riflemen and two automatic riflcmen. Target array was the same as during
the day offense course. Total ammunition allotted per squad run for
each rifle was 400 rounds. Tracer ammunition was not available for
AR-15. Results were:

AR-15 Rifle M14 Rifle M14(USAIB) Rifle
Type Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Snuad Ammo Tgts Hit Hits Score Tgts Hit Hits Score Tgts Hit Hits Score

1 Ball 2 3 13 4 8 28 5 20 45
Tracer - 4 14 34 3 13 28

2 Ball 3 5 20 4 13 33 5 16 41
Tracer - 4 12 32 5 14 39

3 Ball 3 12 27 4 6 26 3 4 19
Tracer - 5 19 44 5 15 50

4 Ball 2 5 15 Not fired 5 14 39
Tracer - 7 24 69

5 Ball 4 12 32 9 21 66 Not fired
Tracer - 5 15 40

./ .
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AK-47 SEMIAUTOMATIC KNOWN DISTANCE

SANDBAG SUPPORTED

Range Maximum Maximum Maximum Mean

(Meters Vertical Horizontal Spretd Radius

100 5.2 6.0 8.1 2.2

200 11.1 8.2 13.8 4.2

300 19.2 16.1 23.0 6,9

400 29.0 24.8 32.0 9.7

Based on two 10 round shot groups.

INCLOSURE 4 to APPENDIX LI to ANNEX E
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PENETRAT ION EFFECTS

"Range Cartridges
Material (Meters) .223 7 ,62rm AK-47

0.75 inch pine 100 8 (Tumbled) 17 (Tumbled) 19 (No Tumble)
boards 200 10 (Tumbled) t6 (Tumbled) 17 (No Tumble)

300 8 (Tumbled) 15 ('2umbled) 13 (No Tumble)
400 9 (Tumblcd) 14 (Tumbled) 9 (No Tumble)
500 11 (No Tumble) 16 ('fumbled)
600 6 'No Tumble) 9 (Tumbled)

Sandbags 100 4 inches* 9.5* 13 inches
200 5 inches 11 inches 12 inches
300 5 inches 9 inches 12 inches
400 4 inches 6 inchea 6 iniches
500 3.5 inches 5 inches 4 inches
600 2.5 inches 5 inches

Steel helmet 100
200 Both sides
300 Both sides Onc side**
400 One side** One side
500 One side No600 No Both stdes

Engine Block 100 Yes Yes ies
2-1/2-ton truck 200 No Yes Yes

300 No Y-s No
400 Yes
500 Yes
600 No

14 GA steel 100 2 Layers 4+ Layers 3 Layers
200 2 Layers 4+ Layers 2 Layers
300 1 Layer 4+ Layers 2 Layers
400 1 Layer 4+ Layers 1 Layer
500 1 Lay t 3 Layers Not fired
600 Not f r-d Not fired Not fired

Armor vest 100
(Titanium 200
Plates and 300 Both sides
ballistic nylon) 400 One side

500 One side
600 No Both sides Both sides

INCLOSURE 5 to APPENDIX II to ANNEX E
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Range Cartridges
Material (Meters) .223 7.62mm AK-47

Concrete building 100 One side Both sides*** Both sides
blocks (one 200 One Bide Both sides*** Both sides
center rib) 300 Both uides*** One aide

400 Both sides One side

Green live oak 50 Penetration Penetration
4-in diameter

* Complete bullet disintegration
**Damaged lines and bulged helmet on back side

***Blast effect on back side

2
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